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1 Abstract

In this paper, we illustrate that many practical optimization tasks in FRC (like designing
a robot or picking an alliance strategy) are hard to solve. They often require operating on
non-smooth functions1 – often on non-real domains2 – and performing the optimization may
require solving NP-complete problems.3 Because of these characteristics, these tasks do not
lend themselves to continuous optimization techniques like gradient descent.4

In contrast, modern SMT solvers5 like Z3 can provide optimal solutions quickly to these
kinds of problems. We provide introductory examples of using Z3 to solve toy problems;
we further two working examples of Z3 programs for identifying optimal robot designs and
optimal alliance strategies for the 2019 season. Other use cases, such as picking optimal
alliance partners, are left as exercises to the reader.

2 Motivation

2.1 Continuous Optimization

FRC has many different optimization problems. Some of the more well-discussed continuous
optimization problems in FRC include the following:

• picking the best gear ratio for a particular sprint distance,

• picking the "flattest" trajectory to maximize the area that you can score projectiles
from,

• and calculating offensive power ratings (OPR) values to estimate the average contri-
bution of each team to an alliance score.

In each of these cases, the optimization occurs on a domain of R (all real numbers) or Rn (all
real-valued vectors). Gear ratios, trajectories, and OPR values are all real-valued quantities.
Solutions to these problems boil down to a bit of calculus: we are trying to find values that
maximize or minimize a function. We can calculate the derivative and find where critical
points by finding where it is equal to zero. In more complex situations you can use the
method of Lagrangian multipliers, gradient descent, or Taylor series approximations.

1Non-smooth functions are functions that are not differentiable; this makes them hard to analyze and
optimize.

2The domain of a function is the input the function operates on; in most high school math courses, this
is R – all real numbers. However, not all functions operate on all real numbers; some only operate on I –
integers – or other sets.

3NP-complete problems are among the hardest problems in theoretical computer science.
4Gradient descent is the foundational algorithm for training artificial neural networks and optimization

of other functions that operate on Rn – all real-valued vectors.
5SMT is an acronym for satisfiability modulo theories; SMT solvers solve first order logic problems and

have built-in functionality for concepts like integers, real numbers, and more.
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Figure 1: Solving the OPR equations is equivalent to
finding the minimum of a high-dimensional parabola. A
parabola is a convex curve, so this is relatively easy.

2.2 Discrete Optimization

However, there are several FRC optimization problems where these techniques fail. For
example, consider these optimization problems:

• picking the best alliance partners,

• picking the best alliance strategy for a particular match,

• and picking the best combination of subsystems.

These things can’t be represented well as a real-valued quantity. Instead, they are discrete
quantities. One would think that this helps make the optimization solution easier to calculate
– integers are just a subset of the reals, after all. However, this kind of optimization is
actually much harder. In computer science terminology, many practical discrete optimization
problems are NP-complete or are exponentially hard.6 While similarly hard continuous
optimization problems do exist, we tend to have better tools to find approximate answers
for continuous optimization problems in most practical contexts.

Perhaps the best example of this difference is in comparing linear programming against inte-
ger programming.7 The textbook solution to linear programming is the simplex algorithm,
which usually finds the optimal solution in efficient polynomial time.8 In contrast, if we
restrict the domain to be just integers9 we get a much harder problem.

6Like NP-complete problems, exponentially hard problems are hard problems to solve in theoretical
computer science. They are the hardest kind of decidable – or solvable – theoretical computer science
problems.

7Linear programming is an optimization problem where the constraints and objective functions are all
linear functions.

8Polynomial time is fast.
9This is the definition of integer programming. It’s the same problem as linear programming, but with

the added constraint that some or all of the variables must be integers.
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One strategy from academia and industry is to approximate the problem with a continuous
model. For example, Microsoft Research uses deep learning models and gradient descent
(a kind of continuous optimization) to predict demand for Azure VMs and pre-provision
them.10 While you can only pre-provision an natural number of VMs, rounding a contin-
uous approximation is acceptable in this situation. Similarly, there may be some discrete
optimization tasks in FRC contexts that have good continuous approximations (such as
picking the best gear ratio for a particular sprint distance, when only considering COTS
options).

However, this is not always a good approach. How do you represent potential subsystem
designs and configurations as real numbers? In these cases, we turn to a different strategy:
SMT solvers.

2.3 SMT Solvers

SMT solvers are a class of software programs that help humans determine whether a logical
system is ever satisfiable; in other words, given some assumptions and rules expressed in
first-order logic,11 is there a solution to the system? One common industry use of automated
theorem provers is in computer chip design.12

Z3 is one of the most popular SMT solvers; it was originally designed by Microsoft Research
for program verification. It’s since been open-sourced and has a Python interface.

3 Introduction to Z3

Without further ado, let’s start playing around with Z3.

3.1 Installation

Assuming you have Python 3 and pip3 installed on your computer, installation should be
as simple as running this command in your terminal:

pip3 install z3-solver

Depending on your operating system, you may need to replace pip3 in the above command
with pip.

3.2 Hello World: P Implies Q

Let’s start with a simple example. We will do a classic implication that you may have seen
in a high school mathematics class using symbols like this:

10From Software Analytics to Cloud Intelligence – Reflection and Path Forward. Dongmei Zhang, Microsoft
Research Asia, ASPOS 2021.

11SAT solvers, if you’re familiar with them or the computer science problems they address, handle propo-
sitional logic only. SMT solvers also handle quantifiers and predicates, unlocking all of first-order logic.

12The industry wants to prevent a recurrence of the Pentium FDIV bug. This was a subtle hardware bug
in Intel’s floating-point units; this sunk Intel’s reputation, stock price, and cost Intel several hundred million
dollars to replace buggy units.
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p =⇒ q

As a reminder, if we have p =⇒ q and p is true, q must be true. If p is not true, q may be
either true or false.

Let’s start by pulling up Python and importing Z3:

from z3 import *

Next, we will need to make a solver object to hold all the rules and context associated with
our logical system:

s = Solver()

From there, we will need to tell Z3 that p and q are booleans and that p =⇒ q:

p = Bool('p')
q = Bool('q')

s.add(Implies(p, q))

Let’s also tell Z3 that p is true:

s.add(p == True)

Remember, this means that the solution to this system is that q must be true. To check if
Z3 can find a solution, let’s do this:

s.check()

We get back sat, which means that Z3 has determined that the system is satisfiable. More
on this later.

Let’s ask Z3 to find a particular solution to the system:

s.model()

We get back [q = True, p = True], which matches what we expected. If p is true and
p =⇒ q, q must be true.

What happens if we tell Z3 that q is not true? Let’s add this assertion:

s.add(q == False)

And let’s check to see if Z3 can find a solution:

s.check()
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Darn – we get an unsat here. Z3 is saying that no solutions exist for our system – but this
makes sense. If we have p =⇒ q, p as true, and q as false, we have an issue. There is no
way that all of these statements can be satisfied simultaneously.

3.3 NP-Complete: XKCD 287

With that example completed, let’s turn our attention to an example from an XKCD comic13

(see Figure 2) that is a bit trickier:

Figure 2: “General solutions get you a 50% tip.”

In essence, we want to solve this equation:

15.05 = 2.15a+ 2.75b+ 3.35c+ 3.55d+ 4.20f + 5.80g

One major complication: a, b, c, d, e, f, g are natural numbers (positive integers), making
this a discrete optimization problem. You can’t have a fractional or negative quantity of
appetizers. This extra constraint makes this much, much harder to solve than a traditional
system of equations from a high school algebra class.

Let’s whip up a model for Z3 to solve:

from z3 import *

a = Int('a')
b = Int('b')
c = Int('c')
d = Int('d')

13Randall Monroe, from https://xkcd.com/287/. CC BY-NC 2.5.
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e = Int('e')
f = Int('f')
g = Int('g')

s = Solver()

s.add(a >= 0)
s.add(b >= 0)
s.add(c >= 0)
s.add(d >= 0)
s.add(e >= 0)
s.add(f >= 0)
s.add(g >= 0)

s.add(15.05 ==
2.15 * a +
2.75 * b +
3.35 * c +
3.55 * d +
4.20 * e +
5.80 * f)

s.check()

Woo-hoo! We get sat, so Z3 has found one or more solutions. Let’s ask Z3 for all the
solutions:

while s.check() == sat:
m = s.model()
print(m)
s.add(Not(And(

a == m[a],
b == m[b],
c == m[c],
d == m[d],
e == m[e],
f == m[f]

)))

Nice! Turns out there are 91 different solutions. We get our 50% tip.

3.4 Other Resources

Now that we’ve had a chance to go through some brief examples, we’ll move on to FRC
applications. However, we’ve just covered the basics; several other resources on the internet
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that go in more depth. If you’re interested in learning more, consider checking out these
out:

• SAT/SMT by Example. Dennis Yurichev.14

• Programming Z3. Nikolaj Bjørner et al., Microsoft Research.15

• Z3 - a Tutorial. Leonardo de Moura and Nikolaj Bjørner, Microsoft Research.16

• Let’s Use An Automated Theorem Prover To Verify Video Games; I Swear This Is
More Fun Than It Sounds. Jon Manning, LinuxConfAu 2021.17

• Z3py tutorial. Eric Pony.18

4 Z3 in FRC Applications

Let’s now turn our attention to some FRC examples. Let’s start with trying to optimize
our robot design.

4.1 Optimal Robot Design

Imagine for a second that you’re in week one of the 2019 build season. You’ve got several
different prototypes going for cargo and hatch panels, and you’re also working on deciding
the drivetrain you want to use. Just like in the previous examples, we can use Z3 to make
sure that our robot subsystems are satisfiable with respect to the robot design rules.

Furthermore, let’s say that you’re interested in the lightest robot you can build to en-
hance acceleration, or the one that uses the least amount of motors to minimize chances of
brownout. We might also be interested in the robot design that requires the least amount
of manufacturing time or money to build.

Let’s start by importing Z3 and making an Optimizer.

from z3 import *

opt = Optimize()

An Optimizer is like a Solver, but also lets us maximize and minimize different quantities.

At this point, our team has settled on the robot design as being an intake that feeds a scorer
that may or may not be on an arm. Let’s start telling Z3 about our subsystems:

drivetrains, (
tank_6cim,

14Available at https://sat-smt.codes/SAT_SMT_by_example.pdf.
15Available at https://theory.stanford.edu/~nikolaj/programmingz3.html.
16Available at https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.225.8231&rep=rep1&

type=pdf.
17Available at https://lca2021.linux.org.au/schedule/presentation/54/.
18Available at https://github.com/ericpony/z3py-tutorial.
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tank_6cim_shifting,
tank_4cim2minicim,
tank_4cim2minicim_shifting,
tank_4cim,
tank_4cim_shifting,
west_coast_6cim,
west_coast_6cim_shifting,
west_coast_4cim2minicim,
west_coast_4cim2minicim_shifting,
west_coast_4cim,
west_coast_4cim_shifting,
mecanum_4cim,
mecanum_4minicim,
h_drive_4cim1minicim,
crab_4cim2minicim,
swerve_4cim4minicim,
swerve_8cim,
swerve_8minicim,
diff_swerve_8cim,
diff_swerve_8minicim,

) = EnumSort(
'drivetrains',
[

'tank_6cim',
'tank_6cim_shifting',
'tank_4cim2minicim',
'tank_4cim2minicim_shifting',
'tank_4cim',
'tank_4cim_shifting',
'west_coast_6cim',
'west_coast_6cim_shifting',
'west_coast_4cim2minicim',
'west_coast_4cim2minicim_shifting',
'west_coast_4cim',
'west_coast_4cim_shifting',
'mecanum_4cim',
'mecanum_4minicim',
'h_drive_4cim1minicim',
'crab_4cim2minicim',
'swerve_4cim4minicim',
'swerve_8cim',
'swerve_8minicim',
'diff_swerve_8cim',
'diff_swerve_8minicim'

]
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)

intakes, (
roller_bar_intake,
roller_bar_intake_pneumatic,
claw_intake_pneumatic,
roller_claw_intake,
suction_intake

) = EnumSort(
'intakes',
[

'roller_bar_intake',
'roller_bar_intake_pneumatic',
'claw_intake_pneumatic',
'roller_claw_intake',
'suction_intake'

]
)

arms, (
no_arm,
two_stage_elevator,
three_stage_elevator,
jointed_arm,
pneumatic_arm

) = EnumSort(
'arms',
[

'no_arm',
'two_stage_elevator',
'three_stage_elevator',
'jointed_arm',
'pneumatic_arm'

]
)

scorers, (
flywheel_shooter,
claw_scorer_pneumatic,
roller_claw_scorer,
suction_scorer

) = EnumSort(
'scorers',
[

'flywheel_shooter',
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'claw_scorer_pneumatic',
'roller_claw_intake',
'suction_scorer'

]
)

An EnumSort here is like an enumeration in Java or C++ – it’s a finite set. The syntax
here tells Z3 how to print out the elements of this set in text form, and what variable they
should be bound to for use in our logical system.

Next, we need to tell Z3 to pick a single drivetrain, a single intake, a single arm, and a single
scorer:

drivetrain = Const('drivetrain', drivetrains)
intake = Const('intake', intakes)
arm = Const('arm', arms)
scorer = Const('scorer', scorers)

Some of our subsystem choices involve pneumatics. If any subsystem requires pneumatics,
we have to make sure we have a compressor/air tanks available, but this is shared among
all pneumatic systems. Let’s put this into our model:

pneumatics = Bool('pneumatics')
pneumatics_pounds = Real('pneumatics')

opt.add(If(pneumatics, pneumatics_pounds == 15, pneumatics_pounds == 0))

We now need to start thinking about our constraints. Let’s declare some variables and tell
Z3 that the costs we spend on each subsystem add together.

total_weeks = Real('total_weeks')
total_pounds = Real('total_pounds')
total_dollars = Real('total_dollars')
total_30a_pdp_slots = Int('total_30a_pdp_slots')
total_40a_pdp_slots = Int('total_40a_pdp_slots')

drivetrain_weeks = Real('drivetrain_weeks')
drivetrain_pounds = Real('drivetrain_pounds')
drivetrain_dollars = Real('drivetrain_dollars')
drivetrain_30a_pdp_slots = Int('drivetrain_30a_pdp_slots')
drivetrain_40a_pdp_slots = Int('drivetrain_40a_pdp_slots')

intake_weeks = Real('intake_weeks')
intake_pounds = Real('intake_pounds')
intake_dollars = Real('intake_dollars')
intake_30a_pdp_slots = Int('intake_30a_pdp_slots')
intake_40a_pdp_slots = Int('intake_40a_pdp_slots')
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arm_weeks = Real('arm_weeks')
arm_pounds = Real('arm_pounds')
arm_dollars = Real('arm_dollars')
arm_30a_pdp_slots = Int('arm_30a_pdp_slots')
arm_40a_pdp_slots = Int('arm_40a_pdp_slots')

scorer_weeks = Real('scorer_weeks')
scorer_pounds = Real('scorer_pounds')
scorer_dollars = Real('scorer_dollars')
scorer_30a_pdp_slots = Int('scorer_30a_pdp_slots')
scorer_40a_pdp_slots = Int('scorer_40a_pdp_slots')

# We assume no matter what subsystem decisions we make that our
# electronics (wiring, motor controllers, etc.) will take 10
# pounds.
electrical_pounds = Real(10)

# We also assume that our chassis will be 15 pounds, no matter
# what subsystem decisions we make.
chassis_pounds = Real(15)

opt.add(total_weeks == (drivetrain_weeks +
intake_weeks +
arm_weeks +
scorer_weeks))

opt.add(total_pounds == (drivetrain_pounds +
intake_pounds +
arm_pounds +
scorer_pounds +
pneumatics_pounds +
electrical_pounds +
chassis_pounds))

opt.add(total_dollars == (drivetrain_dollars +
intake_dollars +
arm_dollars +
scorer_dollars))

opt.add(total_40a_pdp_slots == (drivetrain_40a_pdp_slots +
intake_40a_pdp_slots +
arm_40a_pdp_slots +
scorer_40a_pdp_slots))
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opt.add(total_30a_pdp_slots == (drivetrain_30a_pdp_slots +
intake_30a_pdp_slots +
arm_30a_pdp_slots +
scorer_30a_pdp_slots))

# Six week build season
opt.add(total_weeks <= 6)

# Max legal weight
opt.add(total_pounds <= 125)

# Max legal cost
opt.add(total_dollars <= 3500)

# Max number of 40 amp PDP slots
opt.add(total_40a_pdp_slots <= 8)

# If we need more than 8 30 amp PDP slots, we can use any spare 40 amp slots
↪→ that exist

opt.add(total_40a_pdp_slots + total_30a_pdp_slots <= 16)

In the interest of brevity, we’ll skip over the costs for drivetrains, intake, and arms. Full
code is available in Appendix B.

As just a taste, here’s the code that models scorer costs, accounting for various “synergies”
between the intake and scorer:

opt.add(Implies(scorer == flywheel_shooter, And(
scorer_weeks == 1,
scorer_pounds == 10,
scorer_dollars == 300,
scorer_40a_pdp_slots == 0,
scorer_30a_pdp_slots == 1,

)))

opt.add(Implies(And(scorer == claw_scorer_pneumatic, intake !=
↪→ claw_intake_pneumatic), And(
scorer_weeks == 1,
scorer_pounds == 15,
scorer_dollars == 250,
scorer_40a_pdp_slots == 0,
scorer_30a_pdp_slots == 0,
pneumatics

)))

opt.add(Implies(And(scorer == claw_scorer_pneumatic, intake ==
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↪→ claw_intake_pneumatic), And(
scorer_weeks == 0,
scorer_pounds == 0,
scorer_dollars == 0,
scorer_40a_pdp_slots == 0,
scorer_30a_pdp_slots == 0,
pneumatics

)))

opt.add(Implies(And(scorer == roller_claw_scorer, intake !=
↪→ roller_claw_intake), And(
scorer_weeks == 2,
scorer_pounds == 25,
scorer_dollars == 500,
scorer_40a_pdp_slots == 0,
scorer_30a_pdp_slots == 2,

)))

opt.add(Implies(And(scorer == roller_claw_scorer, intake ==
↪→ roller_claw_intake), And(
scorer_weeks == 0,
scorer_pounds == 0,
scorer_dollars == 0,
scorer_40a_pdp_slots == 0,
scorer_30a_pdp_slots == 0,

)))

opt.add(Implies(And(scorer == suction_scorer, intake != suction_intake), And
↪→ (
scorer_weeks == 2,
scorer_pounds == 35,
scorer_dollars == 600,
scorer_40a_pdp_slots == 0,
scorer_30a_pdp_slots == 1,

)))

opt.add(Implies(And(scorer == suction_scorer, intake == suction_intake), And
↪→ (
scorer_weeks == 0,
scorer_pounds == 0,
scorer_dollars == 0,
scorer_40a_pdp_slots == 0,
scorer_30a_pdp_slots == 0,

)))
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Now let’s tell Z3 what we want our objective to be. Let’s minimize the total manufacturing
time and the total money spent:

opt.minimize(total_weeks)
opt.minimize(total_dollars)

Z3 prioritizes our optimizations in the order we provide. In other words, it will first find
a satisfying solution, then iterate on that to reduce total_weeks. Once Z3 has reduced
total_weeks, it will then iterate on solutions to minimize total_dollars.

Now we see if there’s a solution:

opt.sat()

And we get sat here; fantastic. Let’s see the solution Z3 found for us:

opt.sat()

m = opt.model()

print('Drivetrain:␣{}'.format(m[drivetrain]))
print('Intake:␣{}'.format(m[intake]))
print('Arm:␣{}'.format(m[arm]))
print('Scorer:␣{}'.format(m[scorer]))

So the solution here is a 6-CIM tank drivetrain, with a claw intake and a claw scorer, without
an arm. That checks out. We can also pull out the costs Z3 calculates from our estimates:

print('Total␣Weeks:␣{}'.format(m[total_weeks]))
print('Total␣Pounds:␣{}'.format(m[total_pounds]))
print('Total␣Dollars:␣{}'.format(m[total_dollars]))

In this case, it looks like our robot will take 2.5 weeks 60 pounds, and 580 dollars to build.

4.2 Optimal Alliance Strategy

Let’s continue with our 2019 theme. Let’s make a logical system that expresses how a
match goes. For simplicity, we’ll eliminate the effects of defense and assume that the lanes
are never clogged. We will also eliminate the sandstorm/autonomous period, along with the
effects of climbing at the end. Our system will solely focus on the teleop period – the most
complicated part of a match to plan.

To start, we’ll need estimates of the round-trip time for each robot to acquire a game piece,
drive to the scoring location, score the piece, and return for another game piece:

class RobotScoreTimes:
def __init__(self,

seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
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seconds_to_cargo_north_1_and_back,
seconds_to_cargo_north_2_and_back,
seconds_to_cargo_north_3_and_back,
seconds_to_cargo_north_4_and_back,
seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,
seconds_to_cargo_south_1_and_back,
seconds_to_cargo_south_2_and_back,
seconds_to_cargo_south_3_and_back,
seconds_to_cargo_south_4_and_back):

self.seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back =
↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back

self.seconds_to_cargo_north_1_and_back =
↪→ seconds_to_cargo_north_1_and_back

self.seconds_to_cargo_north_2_and_back =
↪→ seconds_to_cargo_north_2_and_back

self.seconds_to_cargo_north_3_and_back =
↪→ seconds_to_cargo_north_3_and_back

self.seconds_to_cargo_north_4_and_back =
↪→ seconds_to_cargo_north_4_and_back

self.seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back =
↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back

self.seconds_to_cargo_south_1_and_back =
↪→ seconds_to_cargo_south_1_and_back

self.seconds_to_cargo_south_2_and_back =
↪→ seconds_to_cargo_south_2_and_back

self.seconds_to_cargo_south_3_and_back =
↪→ seconds_to_cargo_south_3_and_back

self.seconds_to_cargo_south_4_and_back =
↪→ seconds_to_cargo_south_4_and_back

For testing purposes, we’ll put in these values:

robot1_score_seconds = RobotScoreTimes(
10,
11,
11,
11,
11,
12,
11,
11,
11,
11,

)
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robot2_score_seconds = RobotScoreTimes(
140, # Robot cannot score in the rocket
15,
15,
15,
15,
140, # Robot cannot score in the rocket
15,
15,
15,
15,

)

robot3_score_seconds = RobotScoreTimes(
14,
12,
12,
12,
12,
14,
13,
13,
13,
13,

)

Robots 1 and 3 can score everywhere; however, Robot 2 can only score in the cargo ship due
to it’s design. These values should be adjusted to match the real-world scenario you want
to analyze.

Next, we’ll start up Z3 and create an enumeration to track the score status of each hatch
panel and cargo. It can either be scored by robot 1, scored by robot 2, scored by robot 3,
or unscored (scored by nobody):

from z3 import *

s = Solver()

scored_by, (
nobody,
robot1,
robot2,
robot3

) = EnumSort(
'scored_by',
[
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'nobody',
'robot1',
'robot2',
'robot3'

]
)

We use a Solver here instead of an Optimizer, because asking Z3 to optimize essentially
asks it to generate a proof that the solution is optimal. This can result in exploring the
whole search space and looping for long periods of time.19 To mitigate this, we will iterate
and add a constraint that the total score is above a certain value. This strategy is called
"hill climbing."

Next, let’s use this enumeration to track the top third of one of the rockets.

rocket_north_high_left_hatch_scored_by = Const('
↪→ rocket_north_high_left_hatch_scored_by', scored_by)

rocket_north_high_right_hatch_scored_by = Const('
↪→ rocket_north_high_right_hatch_scored_by', scored_by)

rocket_north_high_left_cargo_scored_by = Const('
↪→ rocket_north_high_left_cargo_scored_by', scored_by)

rocket_north_high_right_cargo_scored_by = Const('
↪→ rocket_north_high_right_cargo_scored_by', scored_by)

We call it the north rocket to distinguish it from the other rocket. We want to also track the
points generated by this top third and tell Z3 that we need to score the panels before scoring
the cargo. We also need to tell Z3 how the scoring status relates to the points earned. Let’s
do that:

rocket_north_high_left_hatch_points = Int('
↪→ rocket_north_high_left_hatch_points')

rocket_north_high_right_hatch_points = Int('
↪→ rocket_north_high_right_hatch_points')

rocket_north_high_left_cargo_points = Int('
↪→ rocket_north_high_left_cargo_points')

rocket_north_high_right_cargo_points = Int('
↪→ rocket_north_high_right_cargo_points')

# 2 points for hatches
s.add(

If(
rocket_north_high_left_hatch_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_north_high_left_hatch_points == 2,
rocket_north_high_left_hatch_points == 0

19Solving this with an Optimizer takes over 24 hours on my laptop-grade hardware. In contrast, using
the hill-climbing method detailed here takes just minutes.
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)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_high_right_hatch_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_north_high_right_hatch_points == 2,
rocket_north_high_right_hatch_points == 0

)
)

# 3 points for cargo
s.add(

If(
rocket_north_high_left_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_north_high_left_cargo_points == 3,
rocket_north_high_left_cargo_points == 0

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_high_right_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_north_high_right_cargo_points == 3,
rocket_north_high_right_cargo_points == 0

)
)

# Hatch panels must be placed on both sides if we want to score cargo
s.add(

Implies(
rocket_north_high_left_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
And(

rocket_north_high_left_hatch_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_north_high_right_hatch_scored_by != nobody

)
)

)

# Hatch panels must be placed on both sides if we want to score cargo
s.add(

Implies(
rocket_north_high_right_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
And(

rocket_north_high_left_hatch_scored_by != nobody,
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rocket_north_high_right_hatch_scored_by != nobody
)

)
)

We also need to keep track of the time each robot has spent to score here. This gets quite
verbose:

rocket_north_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot1')

rocket_north_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot1')

rocket_north_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot1')

rocket_north_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot1')

rocket_north_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot2')

rocket_north_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot2')

rocket_north_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot2')

rocket_north_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot2')

rocket_north_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot3')

rocket_north_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot3')

rocket_north_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot3')

rocket_north_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot3')

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_high_left_hatch_scored_by == robot1,
rocket_north_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
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If(
rocket_north_high_right_hatch_scored_by == robot1,
rocket_north_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_high_left_cargo_scored_by == robot1,
rocket_north_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_high_right_cargo_scored_by == robot1,
rocket_north_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_high_left_hatch_scored_by == robot2,
rocket_north_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_high_right_hatch_scored_by == robot2,
rocket_north_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
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If(
rocket_north_high_left_cargo_scored_by == robot2,
rocket_north_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_high_right_cargo_scored_by == robot2,
rocket_north_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_high_left_hatch_scored_by == robot3,
rocket_north_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_high_right_hatch_scored_by == robot3,
rocket_north_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_high_left_cargo_scored_by == robot3,
rocket_north_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
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If(
rocket_north_high_right_cargo_scored_by == robot3,
rocket_north_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)

Phew. That’s a lot of code. But we’ve just scratched the surface. We need to repeat this for
the remaining scoring locations. This gets boring, so we’ll omit it here. If you’re interested
in seeing it, it’s in Appendix A.

Now, we need to tell Z3 how points get added together and how the time spent on each goal
adds together. We set constraints on the three robots that each of them have a maximum
teleop time budget of 135 secodns.

total_points = Int('total_points')

s.add(
total_points ==

rocket_north_high_left_hatch_points +
rocket_north_high_right_hatch_points +
rocket_north_high_left_cargo_points +
rocket_north_high_right_cargo_points +

rocket_north_mid_left_hatch_points +
rocket_north_mid_right_hatch_points +
rocket_north_mid_left_cargo_points +
rocket_north_mid_right_cargo_points +

rocket_north_low_left_hatch_points +
rocket_north_low_right_hatch_points +
rocket_north_low_left_cargo_points +
rocket_north_low_right_cargo_points +

cargo_north_1_hatch_points +
cargo_north_1_cargo_points +
cargo_north_2_hatch_points +
cargo_north_2_cargo_points +
cargo_north_3_hatch_points +
cargo_north_3_cargo_points +
cargo_north_4_hatch_points +
cargo_north_4_cargo_points +

rocket_south_high_left_hatch_points +
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rocket_south_high_right_hatch_points +
rocket_south_high_left_cargo_points +
rocket_south_high_right_cargo_points +

rocket_south_mid_left_hatch_points +
rocket_south_mid_right_hatch_points +
rocket_south_mid_left_cargo_points +
rocket_south_mid_right_cargo_points +

rocket_south_low_left_hatch_points +
rocket_south_low_right_hatch_points +
rocket_south_low_left_cargo_points +
rocket_south_low_right_cargo_points +

cargo_south_1_hatch_points +
cargo_south_1_cargo_points +
cargo_south_2_hatch_points +
cargo_south_2_cargo_points +
cargo_south_3_hatch_points +
cargo_south_3_cargo_points +
cargo_south_4_hatch_points +
cargo_south_4_cargo_points

)

total_seconds_robot1 = Real('total_seconds_robot1')
s.add(

total_seconds_robot1 ==

rocket_north_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
rocket_north_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
rocket_north_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot1 +
rocket_north_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot1 +

rocket_north_mid_left_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
rocket_north_mid_right_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
rocket_north_mid_left_cargo_seconds_robot1 +
rocket_north_mid_right_cargo_seconds_robot1 +

rocket_north_low_left_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
rocket_north_low_right_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
rocket_north_low_left_cargo_seconds_robot1 +
rocket_north_low_right_cargo_seconds_robot1 +

cargo_north_1_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
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cargo_north_1_cargo_seconds_robot1 +
cargo_north_2_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
cargo_north_2_cargo_seconds_robot1 +
cargo_north_3_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
cargo_north_3_cargo_seconds_robot1 +
cargo_north_4_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
cargo_north_4_cargo_seconds_robot1 +

rocket_south_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
rocket_south_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
rocket_south_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot1 +
rocket_south_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot1 +

rocket_south_mid_left_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
rocket_south_mid_right_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
rocket_south_mid_left_cargo_seconds_robot1 +
rocket_south_mid_right_cargo_seconds_robot1 +

rocket_south_low_left_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
rocket_south_low_right_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
rocket_south_low_left_cargo_seconds_robot1 +
rocket_south_low_right_cargo_seconds_robot1 +

cargo_south_1_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
cargo_south_1_cargo_seconds_robot1 +
cargo_south_2_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
cargo_south_2_cargo_seconds_robot1 +
cargo_south_3_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
cargo_south_3_cargo_seconds_robot1 +
cargo_south_4_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
cargo_south_4_cargo_seconds_robot1

)

# Teleop is only 135s long
s.add(total_seconds_robot1 <= 135)

total_seconds_robot2 = Real('total_seconds_robot2')
s.add(

total_seconds_robot2 ==

rocket_north_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
rocket_north_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
rocket_north_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot2 +
rocket_north_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot2 +
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rocket_north_mid_left_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
rocket_north_mid_right_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
rocket_north_mid_left_cargo_seconds_robot2 +
rocket_north_mid_right_cargo_seconds_robot2 +

rocket_north_low_left_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
rocket_north_low_right_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
rocket_north_low_left_cargo_seconds_robot2 +
rocket_north_low_right_cargo_seconds_robot2 +

cargo_north_1_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
cargo_north_1_cargo_seconds_robot2 +
cargo_north_2_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
cargo_north_2_cargo_seconds_robot2 +
cargo_north_3_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
cargo_north_3_cargo_seconds_robot2 +
cargo_north_4_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
cargo_north_4_cargo_seconds_robot2 +

rocket_south_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
rocket_south_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
rocket_south_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot2 +
rocket_south_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot2 +

rocket_south_mid_left_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
rocket_south_mid_right_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
rocket_south_mid_left_cargo_seconds_robot2 +
rocket_south_mid_right_cargo_seconds_robot2 +

rocket_south_low_left_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
rocket_south_low_right_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
rocket_south_low_left_cargo_seconds_robot2 +
rocket_south_low_right_cargo_seconds_robot2 +

cargo_south_1_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
cargo_south_1_cargo_seconds_robot2 +
cargo_south_2_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
cargo_south_2_cargo_seconds_robot2 +
cargo_south_3_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
cargo_south_3_cargo_seconds_robot2 +
cargo_south_4_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
cargo_south_4_cargo_seconds_robot2

)

# Teleop is only 135s long
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s.add(total_seconds_robot2 <= 135)

total_seconds_robot3 = Real('total_seconds_robot3')
s.add(

total_seconds_robot3 ==

rocket_north_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
rocket_north_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
rocket_north_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot3 +
rocket_north_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot3 +

rocket_north_mid_left_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
rocket_north_mid_right_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
rocket_north_mid_left_cargo_seconds_robot3 +
rocket_north_mid_right_cargo_seconds_robot3 +

rocket_north_low_left_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
rocket_north_low_right_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
rocket_north_low_left_cargo_seconds_robot3 +
rocket_north_low_right_cargo_seconds_robot3 +

cargo_north_1_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
cargo_north_1_cargo_seconds_robot3 +
cargo_north_2_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
cargo_north_2_cargo_seconds_robot3 +
cargo_north_3_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
cargo_north_3_cargo_seconds_robot3 +
cargo_north_4_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
cargo_north_4_cargo_seconds_robot3 +

rocket_south_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
rocket_south_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
rocket_south_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot3 +
rocket_south_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot3 +

rocket_south_mid_left_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
rocket_south_mid_right_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
rocket_south_mid_left_cargo_seconds_robot3 +
rocket_south_mid_right_cargo_seconds_robot3 +

rocket_south_low_left_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
rocket_south_low_right_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
rocket_south_low_left_cargo_seconds_robot3 +
rocket_south_low_right_cargo_seconds_robot3 +
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cargo_south_1_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
cargo_south_1_cargo_seconds_robot3 +
cargo_south_2_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
cargo_south_2_cargo_seconds_robot3 +
cargo_south_3_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
cargo_south_3_cargo_seconds_robot3 +
cargo_south_4_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
cargo_south_4_cargo_seconds_robot3

)

# Teleop is only 135s long
s.add(total_seconds_robot3 <= 135)

As mentioned before, we’re going to use a solver and iterate to the number of points scored
while respecting the time limits of the teleop period. A human can interrupt the script if it
takes too long. We can change the constraint on points up or down to hone in on solutions.

# Main idea: start with low value here, and gradually increase to find
# higher-point solutions. We do this as opposed to using the optimization
# process because the optimizer does not do a "hill climbing" approach and
# can loop forever trying to explore various branches in the search space
# to prove that a particular solution is *the* optimal one.
s.add(total_points > 76)

if s.check() == unsat:
print('Not␣satisfiable')
exit()

m = s.model()

Now that we have our model, let’s ask Z3 if there’s a solution:

opt.check()

Nice! We get a sat here, so the system is satisfiable.

Let’s pull up Z3’s solution:

m = opt.model()

print('total␣points:␣{}'.format(m[total_points]))
print('total␣robot␣1␣time:␣{}'.format(m[total_seconds_robot1]))
print('total␣robot␣2␣time:␣{}'.format(m[total_seconds_robot2]))
print('total␣robot␣3␣time:␣{}'.format(m[total_seconds_robot3]))

Let’s take a closer look at which scoring positions it picked:
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print('rocket_north_high_left_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_north_high_left_hatch_scored_by]))

print('rocket_north_high_right_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_north_high_right_hatch_scored_by]))

print('rocket_north_high_left_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_north_high_left_cargo_scored_by]))

print('rocket_north_high_right_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_north_high_right_cargo_scored_by]))

print('rocket_north_mid_left_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_north_mid_left_hatch_scored_by]))

print('rocket_north_mid_right_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_north_mid_right_hatch_scored_by]))

print('rocket_north_mid_left_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_north_mid_left_cargo_scored_by]))

print('rocket_north_mid_right_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_north_mid_right_cargo_scored_by]))

print('rocket_north_low_left_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_north_low_left_hatch_scored_by]))

print('rocket_north_low_right_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_north_low_right_hatch_scored_by]))

print('rocket_north_low_left_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_north_low_left_cargo_scored_by]))

print('rocket_north_low_right_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_north_low_right_cargo_scored_by]))

print('cargo_north_1_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[cargo_north_1_hatch_scored_by]))
print('cargo_north_1_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[cargo_north_1_cargo_scored_by]))
print('cargo_north_2_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[cargo_north_2_hatch_scored_by]))
print('cargo_north_2_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[cargo_north_2_cargo_scored_by]))
print('cargo_north_3_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[cargo_north_3_hatch_scored_by]))
print('cargo_north_3_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[cargo_north_3_cargo_scored_by]))
print('cargo_north_4_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[cargo_north_4_hatch_scored_by]))
print('cargo_north_4_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[cargo_north_4_cargo_scored_by]))

print('rocket_south_high_left_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_south_high_left_hatch_scored_by]))

print('rocket_south_high_right_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_south_high_right_hatch_scored_by]))

print('rocket_south_high_left_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_south_high_left_cargo_scored_by]))

print('rocket_south_high_right_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_south_high_right_cargo_scored_by]))
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print('rocket_south_mid_left_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_south_mid_left_hatch_scored_by]))

print('rocket_south_mid_right_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_south_mid_right_hatch_scored_by]))

print('rocket_south_mid_left_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_south_mid_left_cargo_scored_by]))

print('rocket_south_mid_right_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_south_mid_right_cargo_scored_by]))

print('rocket_south_low_left_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_south_low_left_hatch_scored_by]))

print('rocket_south_low_right_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_south_low_right_hatch_scored_by]))

print('rocket_south_low_left_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_south_low_left_cargo_scored_by]))

print('rocket_south_low_right_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_south_low_right_cargo_scored_by]))

print('cargo_south_1_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[cargo_south_1_hatch_scored_by]))
print('cargo_south_1_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[cargo_south_1_cargo_scored_by]))
print('cargo_south_2_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[cargo_south_2_hatch_scored_by]))
print('cargo_south_2_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[cargo_south_2_cargo_scored_by]))
print('cargo_south_3_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[cargo_south_3_hatch_scored_by]))
print('cargo_south_3_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[cargo_south_3_cargo_scored_by]))
print('cargo_south_4_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[cargo_south_4_hatch_scored_by]))
print('cargo_south_4_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[cargo_south_4_cargo_scored_by]))

Nice! We get 77 points scored. Z3 solves this by having robot1 score in the following
locations:

• rocket_north_high_left_hatch

• rocket_north_high_left_cargo

• rocket_north_high_right_cargo

• rocket_north_low_left_hatch

• rocket_north_low_right_hatch

• rocket_north_low_left_cargo

• rocket_north_low_right_cargo

• cargo_north_1_hatch

• cargo_north_2_hatch

• rocket_south_high_right_hatch
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• rocket_south_low_left_cargo

• cargo_south_2_hatch

This takes 127 seconds for robot1. Z3 has robot2 score in these locations, taking exactly
135 seconds:

• cargo_north_2_cargo

• cargo_north_4_cargo

• cargo_south_1_hatch

• cargo_south_1_cargo

• cargo_south_2_cargo

• cargo_south_3_hatch

• cargo_south_3_cargo

• cargo_south_4_hatch

• cargo_south_4_cargo

robot3 takes 134 seconds to score in these locations:

• rocket_north_high_right_hatch

• cargo_north_3_hatch

• cargo_north_3_cargo

• cargo_north_4_hatch

• rocket_south_high_left_hatch

• rocket_south_high_left_cargo

• rocket_south_high_right_cargo

• rocket_south_low_left_hatch

• rocket_south_low_right_hatch

• rocket_south_low_right_cargo

If we try to increase this constraint on points scored to be higher, we can see if another
solution is possible. Let’s try it and wait a while:

s.add(total_points > 77)

After a bit, let’s halt this. Unfortunately, Z3 can’t find a solution with more than 77 points
easily, and it gets stuck exploring a lot of the search space.
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If you’re the patient type (which you probably are if you’ve read this far), you can try
swapping out the Solver with an Optimizer, inserting a directive to maximize total points
scored.

4.3 Discussion

Using Z3 to optimize robot design and alliance strategy is only the tip of the iceberg. Other
possibilities include the following:

• developing optimal strategies for your alliance under defense,

• picking the optimal alliance partner,

• identifying all possible match outcomes where your team seeds in the top 8,

• or designing your robot to best compliment other robots you think will be at the
competition.

These possibilities are left as exercises to the reader.

Keep in mind that Z3 requires you to have an accurate model for analysis. Creating these
models require lots of meticulous effort and good estimations for robot subsystem costs and
time to scoring locations. Good estimations usually come from experience.

However, under these caveats, Z3 allows FRC designers and strategists to take things to the
next level.
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A Full Code: Robot Design Optimization

from z3 import *

opt = Optimize()

total_weeks = Real('total_weeks')
total_pounds = Real('total_pounds')
total_dollars = Real('total_dollars')
total_30a_pdp_slots = Int('total_30a_pdp_slots')
total_40a_pdp_slots = Int('total_40a_pdp_slots')

drivetrain_weeks = Real('drivetrain_weeks')
drivetrain_pounds = Real('drivetrain_pounds')
drivetrain_dollars = Real('drivetrain_dollars')
drivetrain_30a_pdp_slots = Int('drivetrain_30a_pdp_slots')
drivetrain_40a_pdp_slots = Int('drivetrain_40a_pdp_slots')

intake_weeks = Real('intake_weeks')
intake_pounds = Real('intake_pounds')
intake_dollars = Real('intake_dollars')
intake_30a_pdp_slots = Int('intake_30a_pdp_slots')
intake_40a_pdp_slots = Int('intake_40a_pdp_slots')

arm_weeks = Real('arm_weeks')
arm_pounds = Real('arm_pounds')
arm_dollars = Real('arm_dollars')
arm_30a_pdp_slots = Int('arm_30a_pdp_slots')
arm_40a_pdp_slots = Int('arm_40a_pdp_slots')

scorer_weeks = Real('scorer_weeks')
scorer_pounds = Real('scorer_pounds')
scorer_dollars = Real('scorer_dollars')
scorer_30a_pdp_slots = Int('scorer_30a_pdp_slots')
scorer_40a_pdp_slots = Int('scorer_40a_pdp_slots')

pneumatics = Bool('pneumatics')
pneumatics_pounds = Real('pneumatics')

opt.add(If(pneumatics, pneumatics_pounds == 15, pneumatics_pounds == 0))

drivetrains, (
tank_6cim,
tank_6cim_shifting,
tank_4cim2minicim,
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tank_4cim2minicim_shifting,
tank_4cim,
tank_4cim_shifting,
west_coast_6cim,
west_coast_6cim_shifting,
west_coast_4cim2minicim,
west_coast_4cim2minicim_shifting,
west_coast_4cim,
west_coast_4cim_shifting,
mecanum_4cim,
mecanum_4minicim,
h_drive_4cim1minicim,
crab_4cim2minicim,
swerve_4cim4minicim,
swerve_8cim,
swerve_8minicim,
diff_swerve_8cim,
diff_swerve_8minicim,

) = EnumSort(
'drivetrains',
[

'tank_6cim',
'tank_6cim_shifting',
'tank_4cim2minicim',
'tank_4cim2minicim_shifting',
'tank_4cim',
'tank_4cim_shifting',
'west_coast_6cim',
'west_coast_6cim_shifting',
'west_coast_4cim2minicim',
'west_coast_4cim2minicim_shifting',
'west_coast_4cim',
'west_coast_4cim_shifting',
'mecanum_4cim',
'mecanum_4minicim',
'h_drive_4cim1minicim',
'crab_4cim2minicim',
'swerve_4cim4minicim',
'swerve_8cim',
'swerve_8minicim',
'diff_swerve_8cim',
'diff_swerve_8minicim'

]
)
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intakes, (
roller_bar_intake,
roller_bar_intake_pneumatic,
claw_intake_pneumatic,
roller_claw_intake,
suction_intake

) = EnumSort(
'intakes',
[

'roller_bar_intake',
'roller_bar_intake_pneumatic',
'claw_intake_pneumatic',
'roller_claw_intake',
'suction_intake'

]
)

arms, (
no_arm,
two_stage_elevator,
three_stage_elevator,
jointed_arm,
pneumatic_arm

) = EnumSort(
'arms',
[

'no_arm',
'two_stage_elevator',
'three_stage_elevator',
'jointed_arm',
'pneumatic_arm'

]
)

scorers, (
flywheel_shooter,
claw_scorer_pneumatic,
roller_claw_scorer,
suction_scorer

) = EnumSort(
'scorers',
[

'flywheel_shooter',
'claw_scorer_pneumatic',
'roller_claw_intake',
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'suction_scorer'
]

)

drivetrain = Const('drivetrain', drivetrains)
intake = Const('intake', intakes)
arm = Const('arm', arms)
scorer = Const('scorer', scorers)

opt.add(Implies(drivetrain == tank_6cim, And(
drivetrain_weeks == .5,
drivetrain_pounds == 20,
drivetrain_dollars == 80,
drivetrain_40a_pdp_slots == 6,
drivetrain_30a_pdp_slots == 0

)))

opt.add(Implies(drivetrain == tank_6cim_shifting, And(
drivetrain_weeks == .5,
drivetrain_pounds == 25,
drivetrain_dollars == 680,
drivetrain_40a_pdp_slots == 6,
drivetrain_30a_pdp_slots == 0,
pneumatics

)))

opt.add(Implies(drivetrain == tank_4cim2minicim, And(
drivetrain_weeks == .5,
drivetrain_pounds == 18,
drivetrain_dollars == 0,
drivetrain_40a_pdp_slots == 6,
drivetrain_30a_pdp_slots == 0

)))

opt.add(Implies(drivetrain == tank_4cim2minicim_shifting, And(
drivetrain_weeks == .5,
drivetrain_pounds == 23,
drivetrain_dollars == 600,
drivetrain_40a_pdp_slots == 6,
drivetrain_30a_pdp_slots == 0,
pneumatics

)))

opt.add(Implies(drivetrain == tank_4cim, And(
drivetrain_weeks == .5,
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drivetrain_pounds == 16,
drivetrain_dollars == 0,
drivetrain_40a_pdp_slots == 4,
drivetrain_30a_pdp_slots == 0

)))

opt.add(Implies(drivetrain == tank_4cim_shifting, And(
drivetrain_weeks == .5,
drivetrain_pounds == 21,
drivetrain_dollars == 600,
drivetrain_40a_pdp_slots == 4,
drivetrain_30a_pdp_slots == 0,
pneumatics

)))

opt.add(Implies(drivetrain == west_coast_6cim, And(
drivetrain_weeks == .5,
drivetrain_pounds == 25,
drivetrain_dollars == 800,
drivetrain_40a_pdp_slots == 6,
drivetrain_30a_pdp_slots == 0

)))

opt.add(Implies(drivetrain == west_coast_6cim_shifting, And(
drivetrain_weeks == .5,
drivetrain_pounds == 30,
drivetrain_dollars == 900,
drivetrain_40a_pdp_slots == 6,
drivetrain_30a_pdp_slots == 0,
pneumatics

)))

opt.add(Implies(drivetrain == west_coast_4cim2minicim, And(
drivetrain_weeks == .5,
drivetrain_pounds == 23,
drivetrain_dollars == 800,
drivetrain_40a_pdp_slots == 6,
drivetrain_30a_pdp_slots == 0

)))

opt.add(Implies(drivetrain == west_coast_4cim2minicim_shifting, And(
drivetrain_weeks == .5,
drivetrain_pounds == 28,
drivetrain_dollars == 900,
drivetrain_40a_pdp_slots == 6,
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drivetrain_30a_pdp_slots == 0,
pneumatics

)))

opt.add(Implies(drivetrain == west_coast_4cim, And(
drivetrain_weeks == .5,
drivetrain_pounds == 20,
drivetrain_dollars == 700,
drivetrain_40a_pdp_slots == 4,
drivetrain_30a_pdp_slots == 0

)))

opt.add(Implies(drivetrain == west_coast_4cim, And(
drivetrain_weeks == .5,
drivetrain_pounds == 25,
drivetrain_dollars == 800,
drivetrain_40a_pdp_slots == 4,
drivetrain_30a_pdp_slots == 0,
pneumatics

)))

opt.add(Implies(drivetrain == mecanum_4cim, And(
drivetrain_weeks == 1,
drivetrain_pounds == 35,
drivetrain_dollars == 800,
drivetrain_40a_pdp_slots == 4,
drivetrain_30a_pdp_slots == 0

)))

opt.add(Implies(drivetrain == mecanum_4minicim, And(
drivetrain_weeks == 1,
drivetrain_pounds == 32,
drivetrain_dollars == 800,
drivetrain_40a_pdp_slots == 4,
drivetrain_30a_pdp_slots == 0

)))

opt.add(Implies(drivetrain == h_drive_4cim1minicim, And(
drivetrain_weeks == 1,
drivetrain_pounds == 30,
drivetrain_dollars == 350,
drivetrain_40a_pdp_slots == 4,
drivetrain_30a_pdp_slots == 1

)))
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opt.add(Implies(drivetrain == crab_4cim2minicim, And(
drivetrain_weeks == 2,
drivetrain_pounds == 70,
drivetrain_dollars == 1200,
drivetrain_40a_pdp_slots == 6,
drivetrain_30a_pdp_slots == 0

)))

opt.add(Implies(drivetrain == swerve_4cim4minicim, And(
drivetrain_weeks == 2,
drivetrain_pounds == 72,
drivetrain_dollars == 1200,
drivetrain_40a_pdp_slots == 8,
drivetrain_30a_pdp_slots == 0

)))

opt.add(Implies(drivetrain == swerve_8cim, And(
drivetrain_weeks == 2,
drivetrain_pounds == 75,
drivetrain_dollars == 1200,
drivetrain_40a_pdp_slots == 8,
drivetrain_30a_pdp_slots == 0

)))

opt.add(Implies(drivetrain == swerve_8minicim, And(
drivetrain_weeks == 2,
drivetrain_pounds == 70,
drivetrain_dollars == 1200,
drivetrain_40a_pdp_slots == 8,
drivetrain_30a_pdp_slots == 0

)))

opt.add(Implies(drivetrain == diff_swerve_8cim, And(
drivetrain_weeks == 2,
drivetrain_pounds == 80,
drivetrain_dollars == 1200,
drivetrain_40a_pdp_slots == 8,
drivetrain_30a_pdp_slots == 0

)))

opt.add(Implies(drivetrain == diff_swerve_8minicim, And(
drivetrain_weeks == 2,
drivetrain_pounds == 80,
drivetrain_dollars == 1200,
drivetrain_40a_pdp_slots == 8,
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drivetrain_30a_pdp_slots == 0
)))

# The impact our intake choices have on our resources

opt.add(Implies(intake == roller_bar_intake, And(
intake_weeks == 2,
intake_pounds == 25,
intake_dollars == 400,
intake_40a_pdp_slots == 0,
intake_30a_pdp_slots == 2

)))

opt.add(Implies(intake == roller_bar_intake_pneumatic, And(
intake_weeks == 1.5,
intake_pounds == 20,
intake_dollars == 400,
intake_40a_pdp_slots == 0,
intake_30a_pdp_slots == 1,
pneumatics

)))

opt.add(Implies(intake == claw_intake_pneumatic, And(
intake_weeks == 2,
intake_pounds == 25,
intake_dollars == 500,
intake_40a_pdp_slots == 0,
intake_30a_pdp_slots == 0,
pneumatics

)))

opt.add(Implies(intake == roller_claw_intake, And(
intake_weeks == 2,
intake_pounds == 25,
intake_dollars == 500,
intake_40a_pdp_slots == 0,
intake_30a_pdp_slots == 2,

)))

opt.add(Implies(intake == suction_intake, And(
intake_weeks == 2,
intake_pounds == 35,
intake_dollars == 600,
intake_40a_pdp_slots == 0,
intake_30a_pdp_slots == 1,
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)))

opt.add(Implies(arm == no_arm, And(
arm_weeks == 0,
arm_pounds == 0,
arm_dollars == 0,
arm_40a_pdp_slots == 0,
arm_30a_pdp_slots == 0,

)))

opt.add(Implies(arm == two_stage_elevator, And(
arm_weeks == 1,
arm_pounds == 20,
arm_dollars == 450,
arm_40a_pdp_slots == 0,
arm_30a_pdp_slots == 2,

)))

opt.add(Implies(arm == three_stage_elevator, And(
arm_weeks == 1,
arm_pounds == 30,
arm_dollars == 600,
arm_40a_pdp_slots == 0,
arm_30a_pdp_slots == 2,

)))

opt.add(Implies(arm == jointed_arm, And(
arm_weeks == 1,
arm_pounds == 15,
arm_dollars == 300,
arm_40a_pdp_slots == 0,
arm_30a_pdp_slots == 1,

)))

opt.add(Implies(arm == pneumatic_arm, And(
arm_weeks == 1,
arm_pounds == 15,
arm_dollars == 200,
arm_40a_pdp_slots == 0,
arm_30a_pdp_slots == 0,
pneumatics

)))

opt.add(Implies(scorer == flywheel_shooter, And(
scorer_weeks == 1,
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scorer_pounds == 10,
scorer_dollars == 300,
scorer_40a_pdp_slots == 0,
scorer_30a_pdp_slots == 1,

)))

opt.add(Implies(And(scorer == claw_scorer_pneumatic, intake !=
↪→ claw_intake_pneumatic), And(
scorer_weeks == 1,
scorer_pounds == 15,
scorer_dollars == 250,
scorer_40a_pdp_slots == 0,
scorer_30a_pdp_slots == 0,
pneumatics

)))

opt.add(Implies(And(scorer == claw_scorer_pneumatic, intake ==
↪→ claw_intake_pneumatic), And(
scorer_weeks == 0,
scorer_pounds == 0,
scorer_dollars == 0,
scorer_40a_pdp_slots == 0,
scorer_30a_pdp_slots == 0,
pneumatics

)))

opt.add(Implies(And(scorer == roller_claw_scorer, intake !=
↪→ roller_claw_intake), And(
scorer_weeks == 2,
scorer_pounds == 25,
scorer_dollars == 500,
scorer_40a_pdp_slots == 0,
scorer_30a_pdp_slots == 2,

)))

opt.add(Implies(And(scorer == roller_claw_scorer, intake ==
↪→ roller_claw_intake), And(
scorer_weeks == 0,
scorer_pounds == 0,
scorer_dollars == 0,
scorer_40a_pdp_slots == 0,
scorer_30a_pdp_slots == 0,

)))
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opt.add(Implies(And(scorer == suction_scorer, intake != suction_intake), And
↪→ (
scorer_weeks == 2,
scorer_pounds == 35,
scorer_dollars == 600,
scorer_40a_pdp_slots == 0,
scorer_30a_pdp_slots == 1,

)))

opt.add(Implies(And(scorer == suction_scorer, intake == suction_intake), And
↪→ (
scorer_weeks == 0,
scorer_pounds == 0,
scorer_dollars == 0,
scorer_40a_pdp_slots == 0,
scorer_30a_pdp_slots == 0,

)))

# Total values are going to be the sum of the individual subsystem choices

electrical_pounds = Real(10)
chassis_pounds = Real(15)

opt.add(total_weeks == (drivetrain_weeks +
intake_weeks +
arm_weeks +
scorer_weeks))

opt.add(total_pounds == (drivetrain_pounds +
intake_pounds +
arm_pounds +
scorer_pounds +
pneumatics_pounds +
electrical_pounds +
chassis_pounds))

opt.add(total_dollars == (drivetrain_dollars +
intake_dollars +
arm_dollars +
scorer_dollars))

opt.add(total_40a_pdp_slots == (drivetrain_40a_pdp_slots +
intake_40a_pdp_slots +
arm_40a_pdp_slots +
scorer_40a_pdp_slots))
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opt.add(total_30a_pdp_slots == (drivetrain_30a_pdp_slots +
intake_30a_pdp_slots +
arm_30a_pdp_slots +
scorer_30a_pdp_slots))

# Six week build season
opt.add(total_weeks <= 6)

# Max legal weight
opt.add(total_pounds <= 125)

# Max legal cost
opt.add(total_dollars <= 3500)

# Max number of 40 amp PDP slots
opt.add(total_40a_pdp_slots <= 8)

# If we need more than 8 30 amp PDP slots, we can use any spare 40 amp slots
↪→ that exist

opt.add(total_40a_pdp_slots + total_30a_pdp_slots <= 16)

# Optimization priorities
opt.minimize(total_weeks)
opt.minimize(total_dollars)

# Check that the system is satisfiable
opt.check()

# Get the model, print out the optimal solution
m = opt.model()

print('Drivetrain:␣{}'.format(m[drivetrain]))
print('Intake:␣{}'.format(m[intake]))
print('Arm:␣{}'.format(m[arm]))
print('Scorer:␣{}'.format(m[scorer]))

print('Total␣Weeks:␣{}'.format(m[total_weeks]))
print('Total␣Pounds:␣{}'.format(m[total_pounds]))
print('Total␣Dollars:␣{}'.format(m[total_dollars]))
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B Full Code: Alliance Strategy Optimization

class RobotScoreTimes:
def __init__(self,

seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
seconds_to_cargo_north_1_and_back,
seconds_to_cargo_north_2_and_back,
seconds_to_cargo_north_3_and_back,
seconds_to_cargo_north_4_and_back,
seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,
seconds_to_cargo_south_1_and_back,
seconds_to_cargo_south_2_and_back,
seconds_to_cargo_south_3_and_back,
seconds_to_cargo_south_4_and_back):

self.seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back =
↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back

self.seconds_to_cargo_north_1_and_back =
↪→ seconds_to_cargo_north_1_and_back

self.seconds_to_cargo_north_2_and_back =
↪→ seconds_to_cargo_north_2_and_back

self.seconds_to_cargo_north_3_and_back =
↪→ seconds_to_cargo_north_3_and_back

self.seconds_to_cargo_north_4_and_back =
↪→ seconds_to_cargo_north_4_and_back

self.seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back =
↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back

self.seconds_to_cargo_south_1_and_back =
↪→ seconds_to_cargo_south_1_and_back

self.seconds_to_cargo_south_2_and_back =
↪→ seconds_to_cargo_south_2_and_back

self.seconds_to_cargo_south_3_and_back =
↪→ seconds_to_cargo_south_3_and_back

self.seconds_to_cargo_south_4_and_back =
↪→ seconds_to_cargo_south_4_and_back

robot1_score_seconds = RobotScoreTimes(
10,
11,
11,
11,
11,
12,
11,
11,
11,
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11,
)

robot2_score_seconds = RobotScoreTimes(
140, # Robot cannot score in the rocket
15,
15,
15,
15,
140, # Robot cannot score in the rocket
15,
15,
15,
15,

)

robot3_score_seconds = RobotScoreTimes(
14,
12,
12,
12,
12,
14,
13,
13,
13,
13,

)

from z3 import *

s = Solver()

scored_by, (
nobody,
robot1,
robot2,
robot3

) = EnumSort(
'scored_by',
[

'nobody',
'robot1',
'robot2',
'robot3'
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]
)

rocket_north_high_left_hatch_scored_by = Const('
↪→ rocket_north_high_left_hatch_scored_by', scored_by)

rocket_north_high_right_hatch_scored_by = Const('
↪→ rocket_north_high_right_hatch_scored_by', scored_by)

rocket_north_high_left_cargo_scored_by = Const('
↪→ rocket_north_high_left_cargo_scored_by', scored_by)

rocket_north_high_right_cargo_scored_by = Const('
↪→ rocket_north_high_right_cargo_scored_by', scored_by)

rocket_north_high_left_hatch_points = Int('
↪→ rocket_north_high_left_hatch_points')

rocket_north_high_right_hatch_points = Int('
↪→ rocket_north_high_right_hatch_points')

rocket_north_high_left_cargo_points = Int('
↪→ rocket_north_high_left_cargo_points')

rocket_north_high_right_cargo_points = Int('
↪→ rocket_north_high_right_cargo_points')

# 2 points for hatches
s.add(

If(
rocket_north_high_left_hatch_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_north_high_left_hatch_points == 2,
rocket_north_high_left_hatch_points == 0

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_high_right_hatch_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_north_high_right_hatch_points == 2,
rocket_north_high_right_hatch_points == 0

)
)

# 3 points for cargo
s.add(

If(
rocket_north_high_left_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_north_high_left_cargo_points == 3,
rocket_north_high_left_cargo_points == 0

)
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)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_high_right_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_north_high_right_cargo_points == 3,
rocket_north_high_right_cargo_points == 0

)
)

# Hatch panels must be placed on both sides if we want to score cargo
s.add(

Implies(
rocket_north_high_left_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
And(

rocket_north_high_left_hatch_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_north_high_right_hatch_scored_by != nobody

)
)

)

# Hatch panels must be placed on both sides if we want to score cargo
s.add(

Implies(
rocket_north_high_right_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
And(

rocket_north_high_left_hatch_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_north_high_right_hatch_scored_by != nobody

)
)

)

rocket_north_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot1')

rocket_north_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot1')

rocket_north_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot1')

rocket_north_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot1')

rocket_north_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot2')

rocket_north_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot2')
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rocket_north_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot2')

rocket_north_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot2')

rocket_north_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot3')

rocket_north_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot3')

rocket_north_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot3')

rocket_north_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot3')

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_high_left_hatch_scored_by == robot1,
rocket_north_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_high_right_hatch_scored_by == robot1,
rocket_north_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_high_left_cargo_scored_by == robot1,
rocket_north_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_high_right_cargo_scored_by == robot1,
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rocket_north_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.
↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,

rocket_north_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot1 == 0,
)

)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_high_left_hatch_scored_by == robot2,
rocket_north_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_high_right_hatch_scored_by == robot2,
rocket_north_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_high_left_cargo_scored_by == robot2,
rocket_north_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_high_right_cargo_scored_by == robot2,
rocket_north_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_high_left_hatch_scored_by == robot3,
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rocket_north_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.
↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,

rocket_north_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot3 == 0,
)

)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_high_right_hatch_scored_by == robot3,
rocket_north_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_high_left_cargo_scored_by == robot3,
rocket_north_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_high_right_cargo_scored_by == robot3,
rocket_north_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)

rocket_north_mid_left_hatch_scored_by = Const('
↪→ rocket_north_mid_left_hatch_scored_by', scored_by)

rocket_north_mid_right_hatch_scored_by = Const('
↪→ rocket_north_mid_right_hatch_scored_by', scored_by)

rocket_north_mid_left_cargo_scored_by = Const('
↪→ rocket_north_mid_left_cargo_scored_by', scored_by)

rocket_north_mid_right_cargo_scored_by = Const('
↪→ rocket_north_mid_right_cargo_scored_by', scored_by)

rocket_north_mid_left_hatch_points = Int('rocket_north_mid_left_hatch_points
↪→ ')
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rocket_north_mid_right_hatch_points = Int('
↪→ rocket_north_mid_right_hatch_points')

rocket_north_mid_left_cargo_points = Int('rocket_north_mid_left_cargo_points
↪→ ')

rocket_north_mid_right_cargo_points = Int('
↪→ rocket_north_mid_right_cargo_points')

# 2 points for hatches
s.add(

If(
rocket_north_mid_left_hatch_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_north_mid_left_hatch_points == 2,
rocket_north_mid_left_hatch_points == 0

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_mid_right_hatch_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_north_mid_right_hatch_points == 2,
rocket_north_mid_right_hatch_points == 0

)
)

# 3 points for cargo
s.add(

If(
rocket_north_mid_left_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_north_mid_left_cargo_points == 3,
rocket_north_mid_left_cargo_points == 0

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_mid_right_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_north_mid_right_cargo_points == 3,
rocket_north_mid_right_cargo_points == 0

)
)

# Hatch panels must be placed on both sides if we want to score cargo
s.add(

Implies(
rocket_north_mid_left_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
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And(
rocket_north_mid_left_hatch_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_north_mid_right_hatch_scored_by != nobody

)
)

)

# Hatch panels must be placed on both sides if we want to score cargo
s.add(

Implies(
rocket_north_mid_right_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
And(

rocket_north_mid_left_hatch_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_north_mid_right_hatch_scored_by != nobody

)
)

)

rocket_north_mid_left_hatch_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_mid_left_hatch_seconds_robot1')

rocket_north_mid_right_hatch_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_mid_right_hatch_seconds_robot1')

rocket_north_mid_left_cargo_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_mid_left_cargo_seconds_robot1')

rocket_north_mid_right_cargo_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_mid_right_cargo_seconds_robot1')

rocket_north_mid_left_hatch_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_mid_left_hatch_seconds_robot2')

rocket_north_mid_right_hatch_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_mid_right_hatch_seconds_robot2')

rocket_north_mid_left_cargo_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_mid_left_cargo_seconds_robot2')

rocket_north_mid_right_cargo_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_mid_right_cargo_seconds_robot2')

rocket_north_mid_left_hatch_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_mid_left_hatch_seconds_robot3')

rocket_north_mid_right_hatch_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_mid_right_hatch_seconds_robot3')

rocket_north_mid_left_cargo_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_mid_left_cargo_seconds_robot3')

rocket_north_mid_right_cargo_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_mid_right_cargo_seconds_robot3')
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s.add(
If(

rocket_north_mid_left_hatch_scored_by == robot1,
rocket_north_mid_left_hatch_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_mid_left_hatch_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_mid_right_hatch_scored_by == robot1,
rocket_north_mid_right_hatch_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_mid_right_hatch_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_mid_left_cargo_scored_by == robot1,
rocket_north_mid_left_cargo_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_mid_left_cargo_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_mid_right_cargo_scored_by == robot1,
rocket_north_mid_right_cargo_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_mid_right_cargo_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_mid_left_hatch_scored_by == robot2,
rocket_north_mid_left_hatch_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_mid_left_hatch_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)
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s.add(
If(

rocket_north_mid_right_hatch_scored_by == robot2,
rocket_north_mid_right_hatch_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_mid_right_hatch_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_mid_left_cargo_scored_by == robot2,
rocket_north_mid_left_cargo_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_mid_left_cargo_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_mid_right_cargo_scored_by == robot2,
rocket_north_mid_right_cargo_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_mid_right_cargo_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_mid_left_hatch_scored_by == robot3,
rocket_north_mid_left_hatch_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_mid_left_hatch_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_mid_right_hatch_scored_by == robot3,
rocket_north_mid_right_hatch_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_mid_right_hatch_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)
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s.add(
If(

rocket_north_mid_left_cargo_scored_by == robot3,
rocket_north_mid_left_cargo_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_mid_left_cargo_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_mid_right_cargo_scored_by == robot3,
rocket_north_mid_right_cargo_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_mid_right_cargo_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)

rocket_north_low_left_hatch_scored_by = Const('
↪→ rocket_north_low_left_hatch_scored_by', scored_by)

rocket_north_low_right_hatch_scored_by = Const('
↪→ rocket_north_low_right_hatch_scored_by', scored_by)

rocket_north_low_left_cargo_scored_by = Const('
↪→ rocket_north_low_left_cargo_scored_by', scored_by)

rocket_north_low_right_cargo_scored_by = Const('
↪→ rocket_north_low_right_cargo_scored_by', scored_by)

rocket_north_low_left_hatch_points = Int('rocket_north_low_left_hatch_points
↪→ ')

rocket_north_low_right_hatch_points = Int('
↪→ rocket_north_low_right_hatch_points')

rocket_north_low_left_cargo_points = Int('rocket_north_low_left_cargo_points
↪→ ')

rocket_north_low_right_cargo_points = Int('
↪→ rocket_north_low_right_cargo_points')

# 2 points for hatches
s.add(

If(
rocket_north_low_left_hatch_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_north_low_left_hatch_points == 2,
rocket_north_low_left_hatch_points == 0

)
)
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s.add(
If(

rocket_north_low_right_hatch_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_north_low_right_hatch_points == 2,
rocket_north_low_right_hatch_points == 0

)
)

# 3 points for cargo
s.add(

If(
rocket_north_low_left_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_north_low_left_cargo_points == 3,
rocket_north_low_left_cargo_points == 0

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_low_right_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_north_low_right_cargo_points == 3,
rocket_north_low_right_cargo_points == 0

)
)

# Hatch panels must be placed on both sides if we want to score cargo
s.add(

Implies(
rocket_north_low_left_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
And(

rocket_north_low_left_hatch_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_north_low_right_hatch_scored_by != nobody

)
)

)

# Hatch panels must be placed on both sides if we want to score cargo
s.add(

Implies(
rocket_north_low_right_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
And(

rocket_north_low_left_hatch_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_north_low_right_hatch_scored_by != nobody

)
)
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)

rocket_north_low_left_hatch_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_low_left_hatch_seconds_robot1')

rocket_north_low_right_hatch_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_low_right_hatch_seconds_robot1')

rocket_north_low_left_cargo_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_low_left_cargo_seconds_robot1')

rocket_north_low_right_cargo_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_low_right_cargo_seconds_robot1')

rocket_north_low_left_hatch_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_low_left_hatch_seconds_robot2')

rocket_north_low_right_hatch_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_low_right_hatch_seconds_robot2')

rocket_north_low_left_cargo_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_low_left_cargo_seconds_robot2')

rocket_north_low_right_cargo_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_low_right_cargo_seconds_robot2')

rocket_north_low_left_hatch_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_low_left_hatch_seconds_robot3')

rocket_north_low_right_hatch_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_low_right_hatch_seconds_robot3')

rocket_north_low_left_cargo_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_low_left_cargo_seconds_robot3')

rocket_north_low_right_cargo_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ rocket_north_low_right_cargo_seconds_robot3')

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_low_left_hatch_scored_by == robot1,
rocket_north_low_left_hatch_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_low_left_hatch_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_low_right_hatch_scored_by == robot1,
rocket_north_low_right_hatch_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_low_right_hatch_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
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)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_low_left_cargo_scored_by == robot1,
rocket_north_low_left_cargo_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_low_left_cargo_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_low_right_cargo_scored_by == robot1,
rocket_north_low_right_cargo_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_low_right_cargo_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_low_left_hatch_scored_by == robot2,
rocket_north_low_left_hatch_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_low_left_hatch_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_low_right_hatch_scored_by == robot2,
rocket_north_low_right_hatch_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_low_right_hatch_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_low_left_cargo_scored_by == robot2,
rocket_north_low_left_cargo_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_low_left_cargo_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
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)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_low_right_cargo_scored_by == robot2,
rocket_north_low_right_cargo_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_low_right_cargo_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_low_left_hatch_scored_by == robot3,
rocket_north_low_left_hatch_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_low_left_hatch_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_low_right_hatch_scored_by == robot3,
rocket_north_low_right_hatch_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_low_right_hatch_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_low_left_cargo_scored_by == robot3,
rocket_north_low_left_cargo_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_low_left_cargo_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_north_low_right_cargo_scored_by == robot3,
rocket_north_low_right_cargo_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_north_and_back,
rocket_north_low_right_cargo_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
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)

cargo_north_1_hatch_scored_by = Const('cargo_north_1_hatch_scored_by',
↪→ scored_by)

cargo_north_1_cargo_scored_by = Const('cargo_north_1_cargo_scored_by',
↪→ scored_by)

cargo_north_2_hatch_scored_by = Const('cargo_north_2_hatch_scored_by',
↪→ scored_by)

cargo_north_2_cargo_scored_by = Const('cargo_north_2_cargo_scored_by',
↪→ scored_by)

cargo_north_3_hatch_scored_by = Const('cargo_north_3_hatch_scored_by',
↪→ scored_by)

cargo_north_3_cargo_scored_by = Const('cargo_north_3_cargo_scored_by',
↪→ scored_by)

cargo_north_4_hatch_scored_by = Const('cargo_north_4_hatch_scored_by',
↪→ scored_by)

cargo_north_4_cargo_scored_by = Const('cargo_north_4_cargo_scored_by',
↪→ scored_by)

cargo_north_1_hatch_points = Int('cargo_north_1_hatch_points')
cargo_north_1_cargo_points = Int('cargo_north_1_cargo_points')
cargo_north_2_hatch_points = Int('cargo_north_2_hatch_points')
cargo_north_2_cargo_points = Int('cargo_north_2_cargo_points')
cargo_north_3_hatch_points = Int('cargo_north_3_hatch_points')
cargo_north_3_cargo_points = Int('cargo_north_3_cargo_points')
cargo_north_4_hatch_points = Int('cargo_north_4_hatch_points')
cargo_north_4_cargo_points = Int('cargo_north_4_cargo_points')

# 2 points for hatches
s.add(

If(
cargo_north_1_hatch_scored_by != nobody,
cargo_north_1_hatch_points == 2,
cargo_north_1_hatch_points == 0

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_north_2_hatch_scored_by != nobody,
cargo_north_2_hatch_points == 2,
cargo_north_2_hatch_points == 0

)
)
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s.add(
If(

cargo_north_3_hatch_scored_by != nobody,
cargo_north_3_hatch_points == 2,
cargo_north_3_hatch_points == 0

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_north_4_hatch_scored_by != nobody,
cargo_north_4_hatch_points == 2,
cargo_north_4_hatch_points == 0

)
)

# 3 points for cargo
s.add(

If(
cargo_north_1_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
cargo_north_1_cargo_points == 3,
cargo_north_1_cargo_points == 0

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_north_2_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
cargo_north_2_cargo_points == 3,
cargo_north_2_cargo_points == 0

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_north_3_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
cargo_north_3_cargo_points == 3,
cargo_north_3_cargo_points == 0

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_north_4_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
cargo_north_4_cargo_points == 3,
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cargo_north_4_cargo_points == 0
)

)

# Hatch panel must be scored if we want to score cargo
s.add(

Implies(
cargo_north_1_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
cargo_north_1_hatch_scored_by != nobody

)
)

# Hatch panel must be scored if we want to score cargo
s.add(

Implies(
cargo_north_2_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
cargo_north_2_hatch_scored_by != nobody

)
)

# Hatch panel must be scored if we want to score cargo
s.add(

Implies(
cargo_north_3_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
cargo_north_3_hatch_scored_by != nobody

)
)

# Hatch panel must be scored if we want to score cargo
s.add(

Implies(
cargo_north_4_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
cargo_north_4_hatch_scored_by != nobody

)
)

cargo_north_1_hatch_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ cargo_north_1_hatch_seconds_robot1')

cargo_north_1_cargo_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ cargo_north_1_cargo_seconds_robot1')

cargo_north_2_hatch_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ cargo_north_2_hatch_seconds_robot1')

cargo_north_2_cargo_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ cargo_north_2_cargo_seconds_robot1')
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cargo_north_3_hatch_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ cargo_north_3_hatch_seconds_robot1')

cargo_north_3_cargo_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ cargo_north_3_cargo_seconds_robot1')

cargo_north_4_hatch_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ cargo_north_4_hatch_seconds_robot1')

cargo_north_4_cargo_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ cargo_north_4_cargo_seconds_robot1')

cargo_north_1_hatch_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ cargo_north_1_hatch_seconds_robot2')

cargo_north_1_cargo_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ cargo_north_1_cargo_seconds_robot2')

cargo_north_2_hatch_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ cargo_north_2_hatch_seconds_robot2')

cargo_north_2_cargo_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ cargo_north_2_cargo_seconds_robot2')

cargo_north_3_hatch_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ cargo_north_3_hatch_seconds_robot2')

cargo_north_3_cargo_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ cargo_north_3_cargo_seconds_robot2')

cargo_north_4_hatch_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ cargo_north_4_hatch_seconds_robot2')

cargo_north_4_cargo_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ cargo_north_4_cargo_seconds_robot2')

cargo_north_1_hatch_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ cargo_north_1_hatch_seconds_robot3')

cargo_north_1_cargo_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ cargo_north_1_cargo_seconds_robot3')

cargo_north_2_hatch_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ cargo_north_2_hatch_seconds_robot3')

cargo_north_2_cargo_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ cargo_north_2_cargo_seconds_robot3')

cargo_north_3_hatch_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ cargo_north_3_hatch_seconds_robot3')

cargo_north_3_cargo_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ cargo_north_3_cargo_seconds_robot3')

cargo_north_4_hatch_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ cargo_north_4_hatch_seconds_robot3')

cargo_north_4_cargo_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ cargo_north_4_cargo_seconds_robot3')

s.add(
If(
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cargo_north_1_hatch_scored_by == robot1,
cargo_north_1_hatch_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_north_1_and_back,
cargo_north_1_hatch_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_north_1_cargo_scored_by == robot1,
cargo_north_1_cargo_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_north_1_and_back,
cargo_north_1_cargo_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_north_2_hatch_scored_by == robot1,
cargo_north_2_hatch_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_north_2_and_back,
cargo_north_2_hatch_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_north_2_cargo_scored_by == robot1,
cargo_north_2_cargo_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_north_2_and_back,
cargo_north_2_cargo_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_north_3_hatch_scored_by == robot1,
cargo_north_3_hatch_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_north_3_and_back,
cargo_north_3_hatch_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(
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cargo_north_3_cargo_scored_by == robot1,
cargo_north_3_cargo_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_north_3_and_back,
cargo_north_3_cargo_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_north_4_hatch_scored_by == robot1,
cargo_north_4_hatch_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_north_4_and_back,
cargo_north_4_hatch_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_north_4_cargo_scored_by == robot1,
cargo_north_4_cargo_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_north_4_and_back,
cargo_north_4_cargo_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_north_1_hatch_scored_by == robot2,
cargo_north_1_hatch_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_north_1_and_back,
cargo_north_1_hatch_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_north_1_cargo_scored_by == robot2,
cargo_north_1_cargo_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_north_1_and_back,
cargo_north_1_cargo_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(
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cargo_north_2_hatch_scored_by == robot2,
cargo_north_2_hatch_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_north_2_and_back,
cargo_north_2_hatch_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_north_2_cargo_scored_by == robot2,
cargo_north_2_cargo_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_north_2_and_back,
cargo_north_2_cargo_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_north_3_hatch_scored_by == robot2,
cargo_north_3_hatch_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_north_3_and_back,
cargo_north_3_hatch_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_north_3_cargo_scored_by == robot2,
cargo_north_3_cargo_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_north_3_and_back,
cargo_north_3_cargo_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_north_4_hatch_scored_by == robot2,
cargo_north_4_hatch_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_north_4_and_back,
cargo_north_4_hatch_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(
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cargo_north_4_cargo_scored_by == robot2,
cargo_north_4_cargo_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_north_4_and_back,
cargo_north_4_cargo_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_north_1_hatch_scored_by == robot3,
cargo_north_1_hatch_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_north_1_and_back,
cargo_north_1_hatch_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_north_1_cargo_scored_by == robot3,
cargo_north_1_cargo_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_north_1_and_back,
cargo_north_1_cargo_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_north_2_hatch_scored_by == robot3,
cargo_north_2_hatch_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_north_2_and_back,
cargo_north_2_hatch_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_north_2_cargo_scored_by == robot3,
cargo_north_2_cargo_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_north_2_and_back,
cargo_north_2_cargo_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(
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cargo_north_3_hatch_scored_by == robot3,
cargo_north_3_hatch_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_north_3_and_back,
cargo_north_3_hatch_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_north_3_cargo_scored_by == robot3,
cargo_north_3_cargo_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_north_3_and_back,
cargo_north_3_cargo_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_north_4_hatch_scored_by == robot3,
cargo_north_4_hatch_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_north_4_and_back,
cargo_north_4_hatch_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_north_4_cargo_scored_by == robot3,
cargo_north_4_cargo_seconds_robot3 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_north_4_and_back,
cargo_north_4_cargo_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)

rocket_south_high_left_hatch_scored_by = Const('
↪→ rocket_south_high_left_hatch_scored_by', scored_by)

rocket_south_high_right_hatch_scored_by = Const('
↪→ rocket_south_high_right_hatch_scored_by', scored_by)

rocket_south_high_left_cargo_scored_by = Const('
↪→ rocket_south_high_left_cargo_scored_by', scored_by)

rocket_south_high_right_cargo_scored_by = Const('
↪→ rocket_south_high_right_cargo_scored_by', scored_by)

rocket_south_high_left_hatch_points = Int('
↪→ rocket_south_high_left_hatch_points')
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rocket_south_high_right_hatch_points = Int('
↪→ rocket_south_high_right_hatch_points')

rocket_south_high_left_cargo_points = Int('
↪→ rocket_south_high_left_cargo_points')

rocket_south_high_right_cargo_points = Int('
↪→ rocket_north_high_right_cargo_points')

# 2 points for hatches
s.add(

If(
rocket_south_high_left_hatch_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_south_high_left_hatch_points == 2,
rocket_south_high_left_hatch_points == 0

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_south_high_right_hatch_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_south_high_right_hatch_points == 2,
rocket_south_high_right_hatch_points == 0

)
)

# 3 points for cargo
s.add(

If(
rocket_south_high_left_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_south_high_left_cargo_points == 3,
rocket_south_high_left_cargo_points == 0

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_south_high_right_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_south_high_right_cargo_points == 3,
rocket_south_high_right_cargo_points == 0

)
)

# Hatch panels must be placed on both sides if we want to score cargo
s.add(

Implies(
rocket_south_high_left_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
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And(
rocket_south_high_left_hatch_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_south_high_right_hatch_scored_by != nobody

)
)

)

# Hatch panels must be placed on both sides if we want to score cargo
s.add(

Implies(
rocket_south_high_right_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
And(

rocket_south_high_left_hatch_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_south_high_right_hatch_scored_by != nobody

)
)

)

rocket_south_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ rocket_south_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot1')

rocket_south_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ rocket_south_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot1')

rocket_south_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ rocket_south_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot1')

rocket_south_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ rocket_south_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot1')

rocket_south_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ rocket_south_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot2')

rocket_south_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ rocket_south_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot2')

rocket_south_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ rocket_south_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot2')

rocket_south_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ rocket_south_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot2')

rocket_south_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ rocket_south_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot3')

rocket_south_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ rocket_south_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot3')

rocket_south_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ rocket_south_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot3')

rocket_south_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ rocket_south_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot3')
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s.add(
If(

rocket_south_high_left_hatch_scored_by == robot1,
rocket_south_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,
rocket_south_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_south_high_right_hatch_scored_by == robot1,
rocket_south_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,
rocket_south_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_south_high_left_cargo_scored_by == robot1,
rocket_south_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,
rocket_south_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_south_high_right_cargo_scored_by == robot1,
rocket_south_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,
rocket_south_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_south_high_left_hatch_scored_by == robot2,
rocket_south_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,
rocket_south_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)
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s.add(
If(

rocket_south_high_right_hatch_scored_by == robot2,
rocket_south_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,
rocket_south_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_south_high_left_cargo_scored_by == robot2,
rocket_south_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,
rocket_south_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_south_high_right_cargo_scored_by == robot2,
rocket_south_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,
rocket_south_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_south_high_left_hatch_scored_by == robot3,
rocket_south_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,
rocket_south_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_south_high_right_hatch_scored_by == robot3,
rocket_south_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,
rocket_south_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)
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s.add(
If(

rocket_south_high_left_cargo_scored_by == robot3,
rocket_south_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,
rocket_south_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_south_high_right_cargo_scored_by == robot3,
rocket_south_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,
rocket_south_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)

rocket_south_mid_left_hatch_scored_by = Const('
↪→ rocket_south_mid_left_hatch_scored_by', scored_by)

rocket_south_mid_right_hatch_scored_by = Const('
↪→ rocket_south_mid_right_hatch_scored_by', scored_by)

rocket_south_mid_left_cargo_scored_by = Const('
↪→ rocket_south_mid_left_cargo_scored_by', scored_by)

rocket_south_mid_right_cargo_scored_by = Const('
↪→ rocket_south_mid_right_cargo_scored_by', scored_by)

rocket_south_mid_left_hatch_points = Int('rocket_south_mid_left_hatch_points
↪→ ')

rocket_south_mid_right_hatch_points = Int('
↪→ rocket_south_mid_right_hatch_points')

rocket_south_mid_left_cargo_points = Int('rocket_south_mid_left_cargo_points
↪→ ')

rocket_south_mid_right_cargo_points = Int('
↪→ rocket_north_mid_right_cargo_points')

# 2 points for hatches
s.add(

If(
rocket_south_mid_left_hatch_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_south_mid_left_hatch_points == 2,
rocket_south_mid_left_hatch_points == 0

)
)
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s.add(
If(

rocket_south_mid_right_hatch_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_south_mid_right_hatch_points == 2,
rocket_south_mid_right_hatch_points == 0

)
)

# 3 points for cargo
s.add(

If(
rocket_south_mid_left_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_south_mid_left_cargo_points == 3,
rocket_south_mid_left_cargo_points == 0

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_south_mid_right_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_south_mid_right_cargo_points == 3,
rocket_south_mid_right_cargo_points == 0

)
)

# Hatch panels must be placed on both sides if we want to score cargo
s.add(

Implies(
rocket_south_mid_left_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
And(

rocket_south_mid_left_hatch_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_south_mid_right_hatch_scored_by != nobody

)
)

)

# Hatch panels must be placed on both sides if we want to score cargo
s.add(

Implies(
rocket_south_mid_right_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
And(

rocket_south_mid_left_hatch_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_south_mid_right_hatch_scored_by != nobody

)
)
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)

rocket_south_mid_left_hatch_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ rocket_south_mid_left_hatch_seconds_robot1')

rocket_south_mid_right_hatch_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ rocket_south_mid_right_hatch_seconds_robot1')

rocket_south_mid_left_cargo_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ rocket_south_mid_left_cargo_seconds_robot1')

rocket_south_mid_right_cargo_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ rocket_south_mid_right_cargo_seconds_robot1')

rocket_south_mid_left_hatch_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ rocket_south_mid_left_hatch_seconds_robot2')

rocket_south_mid_right_hatch_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ rocket_south_mid_right_hatch_seconds_robot2')

rocket_south_mid_left_cargo_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ rocket_south_mid_left_cargo_seconds_robot2')

rocket_south_mid_right_cargo_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ rocket_south_mid_right_cargo_seconds_robot2')

rocket_south_mid_left_hatch_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ rocket_south_mid_left_hatch_seconds_robot3')

rocket_south_mid_right_hatch_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ rocket_south_mid_right_hatch_seconds_robot3')

rocket_south_mid_left_cargo_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ rocket_south_mid_left_cargo_seconds_robot3')

rocket_south_mid_right_cargo_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ rocket_south_mid_right_cargo_seconds_robot3')

s.add(
If(

rocket_south_mid_left_hatch_scored_by == robot1,
rocket_south_mid_left_hatch_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,
rocket_south_mid_left_hatch_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_south_mid_right_hatch_scored_by == robot1,
rocket_south_mid_right_hatch_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,
rocket_south_mid_right_hatch_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
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)

s.add(
If(

rocket_south_mid_left_cargo_scored_by == robot1,
rocket_south_mid_left_cargo_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,
rocket_south_mid_left_cargo_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_south_mid_right_cargo_scored_by == robot1,
rocket_south_mid_right_cargo_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,
rocket_south_mid_right_cargo_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_south_mid_left_hatch_scored_by == robot2,
rocket_south_mid_left_hatch_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,
rocket_south_mid_left_hatch_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_south_mid_right_hatch_scored_by == robot2,
rocket_south_mid_right_hatch_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,
rocket_south_mid_right_hatch_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_south_mid_left_cargo_scored_by == robot2,
rocket_south_mid_left_cargo_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,
rocket_south_mid_left_cargo_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
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)

s.add(
If(

rocket_south_mid_right_cargo_scored_by == robot2,
rocket_south_mid_right_cargo_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,
rocket_south_mid_right_cargo_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_south_mid_left_hatch_scored_by == robot3,
rocket_south_mid_left_hatch_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,
rocket_south_mid_left_hatch_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_south_mid_right_hatch_scored_by == robot3,
rocket_south_mid_right_hatch_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,
rocket_south_mid_right_hatch_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_south_mid_left_cargo_scored_by == robot3,
rocket_south_mid_left_cargo_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,
rocket_south_mid_left_cargo_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_south_mid_right_cargo_scored_by == robot3,
rocket_south_mid_right_cargo_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,
rocket_south_mid_right_cargo_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
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)

rocket_south_low_left_hatch_scored_by = Const('
↪→ rocket_south_low_left_hatch_scored_by', scored_by)

rocket_south_low_right_hatch_scored_by = Const('
↪→ rocket_south_low_right_hatch_scored_by', scored_by)

rocket_south_low_left_cargo_scored_by = Const('
↪→ rocket_south_low_left_cargo_scored_by', scored_by)

rocket_south_low_right_cargo_scored_by = Const('
↪→ rocket_south_low_right_cargo_scored_by', scored_by)

rocket_south_low_left_hatch_points = Int('rocket_south_low_left_hatch_points
↪→ ')

rocket_south_low_right_hatch_points = Int('
↪→ rocket_south_low_right_hatch_points')

rocket_south_low_left_cargo_points = Int('rocket_south_low_left_cargo_points
↪→ ')

rocket_south_low_right_cargo_points = Int('
↪→ rocket_north_low_right_cargo_points')

# 2 points for hatches
s.add(

If(
rocket_south_low_left_hatch_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_south_low_left_hatch_points == 2,
rocket_south_low_left_hatch_points == 0

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_south_low_right_hatch_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_south_low_right_hatch_points == 2,
rocket_south_low_right_hatch_points == 0

)
)

# 3 points for cargo
s.add(

If(
rocket_south_low_left_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_south_low_left_cargo_points == 3,
rocket_south_low_left_cargo_points == 0

)
)
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s.add(
If(

rocket_south_low_right_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_south_low_right_cargo_points == 3,
rocket_south_low_right_cargo_points == 0

)
)

# Hatch panels must be placed on both sides if we want to score cargo
s.add(

Implies(
rocket_south_low_left_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
And(

rocket_south_low_left_hatch_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_south_low_right_hatch_scored_by != nobody

)
)

)

# Hatch panels must be placed on both sides if we want to score cargo
s.add(

Implies(
rocket_south_low_right_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
And(

rocket_south_low_left_hatch_scored_by != nobody,
rocket_south_low_right_hatch_scored_by != nobody

)
)

)

rocket_south_low_left_hatch_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ rocket_south_low_left_hatch_seconds_robot1')

rocket_south_low_right_hatch_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ rocket_south_low_right_hatch_seconds_robot1')

rocket_south_low_left_cargo_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ rocket_south_low_left_cargo_seconds_robot1')

rocket_south_low_right_cargo_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ rocket_south_low_right_cargo_seconds_robot1')

rocket_south_low_left_hatch_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ rocket_south_low_left_hatch_seconds_robot2')

rocket_south_low_right_hatch_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ rocket_south_low_right_hatch_seconds_robot2')
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rocket_south_low_left_cargo_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ rocket_south_low_left_cargo_seconds_robot2')

rocket_south_low_right_cargo_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ rocket_south_low_right_cargo_seconds_robot2')

rocket_south_low_left_hatch_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ rocket_south_low_left_hatch_seconds_robot3')

rocket_south_low_right_hatch_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ rocket_south_low_right_hatch_seconds_robot3')

rocket_south_low_left_cargo_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ rocket_south_low_left_cargo_seconds_robot3')

rocket_south_low_right_cargo_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ rocket_south_low_right_cargo_seconds_robot3')

s.add(
If(

rocket_south_low_left_hatch_scored_by == robot1,
rocket_south_low_left_hatch_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,
rocket_south_low_left_hatch_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_south_low_right_hatch_scored_by == robot1,
rocket_south_low_right_hatch_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,
rocket_south_low_right_hatch_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_south_low_left_cargo_scored_by == robot1,
rocket_south_low_left_cargo_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,
rocket_south_low_left_cargo_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_south_low_right_cargo_scored_by == robot1,
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rocket_south_low_right_cargo_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.
↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,

rocket_south_low_right_cargo_seconds_robot1 == 0,
)

)

s.add(
If(

rocket_south_low_left_hatch_scored_by == robot2,
rocket_south_low_left_hatch_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,
rocket_south_low_left_hatch_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_south_low_right_hatch_scored_by == robot2,
rocket_south_low_right_hatch_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,
rocket_south_low_right_hatch_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_south_low_left_cargo_scored_by == robot2,
rocket_south_low_left_cargo_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,
rocket_south_low_left_cargo_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_south_low_right_cargo_scored_by == robot2,
rocket_south_low_right_cargo_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,
rocket_south_low_right_cargo_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_south_low_left_hatch_scored_by == robot3,
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rocket_south_low_left_hatch_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.
↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,

rocket_south_low_left_hatch_seconds_robot3 == 0,
)

)

s.add(
If(

rocket_south_low_right_hatch_scored_by == robot3,
rocket_south_low_right_hatch_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,
rocket_south_low_right_hatch_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_south_low_left_cargo_scored_by == robot3,
rocket_south_low_left_cargo_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,
rocket_south_low_left_cargo_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

rocket_south_low_right_cargo_scored_by == robot3,
rocket_south_low_right_cargo_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_rocket_south_and_back,
rocket_south_low_right_cargo_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)

rocket_north_mid_left_hatch_scored_by = Const('
↪→ rocket_north_mid_left_hatch_scored_by', scored_by)

rocket_north_mid_right_hatch_scored_by = Const('
↪→ rocket_north_mid_right_hatch_scored_by', scored_by)

rocket_north_mid_left_cargo_scored_by = Const('
↪→ rocket_north_mid_left_cargo_scored_by', scored_by)

rocket_north_mid_right_cargo_scored_by = Const('
↪→ rocket_north_mid_right_cargo_scored_by', scored_by)

rocket_north_low_left_hatch_scored_by = Const('
↪→ rocket_north_low_left_hatch_scored_by', scored_by)
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rocket_north_low_right_hatch_scored_by = Const('
↪→ rocket_north_low_right_hatch_scored_by', scored_by)

rocket_north_low_left_cargo_scored_by = Const('
↪→ rocket_north_low_left_cargo_scored_by', scored_by)

rocket_north_low_right_cargo_scored_by = Const('
↪→ rocket_north_low_right_cargo_scored_by', scored_by)

cargo_south_1_hatch_scored_by = Const('cargo_south_1_hatch_scored_by',
↪→ scored_by)

cargo_south_1_cargo_scored_by = Const('cargo_south_1_cargo_scored_by',
↪→ scored_by)

cargo_south_2_hatch_scored_by = Const('cargo_south_2_hatch_scored_by',
↪→ scored_by)

cargo_south_2_cargo_scored_by = Const('cargo_south_2_cargo_scored_by',
↪→ scored_by)

cargo_south_3_hatch_scored_by = Const('cargo_south_3_hatch_scored_by',
↪→ scored_by)

cargo_south_3_cargo_scored_by = Const('cargo_south_3_cargo_scored_by',
↪→ scored_by)

cargo_south_4_hatch_scored_by = Const('cargo_south_4_hatch_scored_by',
↪→ scored_by)

cargo_south_4_cargo_scored_by = Const('cargo_south_4_cargo_scored_by',
↪→ scored_by)

cargo_south_1_hatch_points = Int('cargo_south_1_hatch_points')
cargo_south_1_cargo_points = Int('cargo_south_1_cargo_points')
cargo_south_2_hatch_points = Int('cargo_south_2_hatch_points')
cargo_south_2_cargo_points = Int('cargo_south_2_cargo_points')
cargo_south_3_hatch_points = Int('cargo_south_3_hatch_points')
cargo_south_3_cargo_points = Int('cargo_south_3_cargo_points')
cargo_south_4_hatch_points = Int('cargo_south_4_hatch_points')
cargo_south_4_cargo_points = Int('cargo_south_4_cargo_points')

# 2 points for hatches
s.add(

If(
cargo_south_1_hatch_scored_by != nobody,
cargo_south_1_hatch_points == 2,
cargo_south_1_hatch_points == 0

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_south_2_hatch_scored_by != nobody,
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cargo_south_2_hatch_points == 2,
cargo_south_2_hatch_points == 0

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_south_3_hatch_scored_by != nobody,
cargo_south_3_hatch_points == 2,
cargo_south_3_hatch_points == 0

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_south_4_hatch_scored_by != nobody,
cargo_south_4_hatch_points == 2,
cargo_south_4_hatch_points == 0

)
)

# 3 points for cargo
s.add(

If(
cargo_south_1_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
cargo_south_1_cargo_points == 3,
cargo_south_1_cargo_points == 0

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_south_2_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
cargo_south_2_cargo_points == 3,
cargo_south_2_cargo_points == 0

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_south_3_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
cargo_south_3_cargo_points == 3,
cargo_south_3_cargo_points == 0

)
)
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s.add(
If(

cargo_south_4_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
cargo_south_4_cargo_points == 3,
cargo_south_4_cargo_points == 0

)
)

# Hatch panel must be scored if we want to score cargo
s.add(

Implies(
cargo_south_1_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
cargo_south_1_hatch_scored_by != nobody

)
)

# Hatch panel must be scored if we want to score cargo
s.add(

Implies(
cargo_south_2_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
cargo_south_2_hatch_scored_by != nobody

)
)

# Hatch panel must be scored if we want to score cargo
s.add(

Implies(
cargo_south_3_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
cargo_south_3_hatch_scored_by != nobody

)
)

# Hatch panel must be scored if we want to score cargo
s.add(

Implies(
cargo_south_4_cargo_scored_by != nobody,
cargo_south_4_hatch_scored_by != nobody

)
)

cargo_south_1_hatch_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ cargo_south_1_hatch_seconds_robot1')

cargo_south_1_cargo_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ cargo_south_1_cargo_seconds_robot1')
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cargo_south_2_hatch_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ cargo_south_2_hatch_seconds_robot1')

cargo_south_2_cargo_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ cargo_south_2_cargo_seconds_robot1')

cargo_south_3_hatch_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ cargo_south_3_hatch_seconds_robot1')

cargo_south_3_cargo_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ cargo_south_3_cargo_seconds_robot1')

cargo_south_4_hatch_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ cargo_south_4_hatch_seconds_robot1')

cargo_south_4_cargo_seconds_robot1 = Real('
↪→ cargo_south_4_cargo_seconds_robot1')

cargo_south_1_hatch_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ cargo_south_1_hatch_seconds_robot2')

cargo_south_1_cargo_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ cargo_south_1_cargo_seconds_robot2')

cargo_south_2_hatch_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ cargo_south_2_hatch_seconds_robot2')

cargo_south_2_cargo_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ cargo_south_2_cargo_seconds_robot2')

cargo_south_3_hatch_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ cargo_south_3_hatch_seconds_robot2')

cargo_south_3_cargo_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ cargo_south_3_cargo_seconds_robot2')

cargo_south_4_hatch_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ cargo_south_4_hatch_seconds_robot2')

cargo_south_4_cargo_seconds_robot2 = Real('
↪→ cargo_south_4_cargo_seconds_robot2')

cargo_south_1_hatch_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ cargo_south_1_hatch_seconds_robot3')

cargo_south_1_cargo_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ cargo_south_1_cargo_seconds_robot3')

cargo_south_2_hatch_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ cargo_south_2_hatch_seconds_robot3')

cargo_south_2_cargo_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ cargo_south_2_cargo_seconds_robot3')

cargo_south_3_hatch_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ cargo_south_3_hatch_seconds_robot3')

cargo_south_3_cargo_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ cargo_south_3_cargo_seconds_robot3')

cargo_south_4_hatch_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ cargo_south_4_hatch_seconds_robot3')
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cargo_south_4_cargo_seconds_robot3 = Real('
↪→ cargo_south_4_cargo_seconds_robot3')

s.add(
If(

cargo_south_1_hatch_scored_by == robot1,
cargo_south_1_hatch_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_south_1_and_back,
cargo_south_1_hatch_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_south_1_cargo_scored_by == robot1,
cargo_south_1_cargo_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_south_1_and_back,
cargo_south_1_cargo_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_south_2_hatch_scored_by == robot1,
cargo_south_2_hatch_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_south_2_and_back,
cargo_south_2_hatch_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_south_2_cargo_scored_by == robot1,
cargo_south_2_cargo_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_south_2_and_back,
cargo_south_2_cargo_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_south_3_hatch_scored_by == robot1,
cargo_south_3_hatch_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_south_3_and_back,
cargo_south_3_hatch_seconds_robot1 == 0,
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)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_south_3_cargo_scored_by == robot1,
cargo_south_3_cargo_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_south_3_and_back,
cargo_south_3_cargo_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_south_4_hatch_scored_by == robot1,
cargo_south_4_hatch_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_south_4_and_back,
cargo_south_4_hatch_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_south_4_cargo_scored_by == robot1,
cargo_south_4_cargo_seconds_robot1 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_south_4_and_back,
cargo_south_4_cargo_seconds_robot1 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_south_1_hatch_scored_by == robot2,
cargo_south_1_hatch_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_south_1_and_back,
cargo_south_1_hatch_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_south_1_cargo_scored_by == robot2,
cargo_south_1_cargo_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_south_1_and_back,
cargo_south_1_cargo_seconds_robot2 == 0,
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)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_south_2_hatch_scored_by == robot2,
cargo_south_2_hatch_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_south_2_and_back,
cargo_south_2_hatch_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_south_2_cargo_scored_by == robot2,
cargo_south_2_cargo_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_south_2_and_back,
cargo_south_2_cargo_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_south_3_hatch_scored_by == robot2,
cargo_south_3_hatch_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_south_3_and_back,
cargo_south_3_hatch_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_south_3_cargo_scored_by == robot2,
cargo_south_3_cargo_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_south_3_and_back,
cargo_south_3_cargo_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_south_4_hatch_scored_by == robot2,
cargo_south_4_hatch_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_south_4_and_back,
cargo_south_4_hatch_seconds_robot2 == 0,
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)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_south_4_cargo_scored_by == robot2,
cargo_south_4_cargo_seconds_robot2 == robot2_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_south_4_and_back,
cargo_south_4_cargo_seconds_robot2 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_south_1_hatch_scored_by == robot3,
cargo_south_1_hatch_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_south_1_and_back,
cargo_south_1_hatch_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_south_1_cargo_scored_by == robot3,
cargo_south_1_cargo_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_south_1_and_back,
cargo_south_1_cargo_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_south_2_hatch_scored_by == robot3,
cargo_south_2_hatch_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_south_2_and_back,
cargo_south_2_hatch_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_south_2_cargo_scored_by == robot3,
cargo_south_2_cargo_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_south_2_and_back,
cargo_south_2_cargo_seconds_robot3 == 0,
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)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_south_3_hatch_scored_by == robot3,
cargo_south_3_hatch_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_south_3_and_back,
cargo_south_3_hatch_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_south_3_cargo_scored_by == robot3,
cargo_south_3_cargo_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_south_3_and_back,
cargo_south_3_cargo_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_south_4_hatch_scored_by == robot3,
cargo_south_4_hatch_seconds_robot3 == robot3_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_south_4_and_back,
cargo_south_4_hatch_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)

s.add(
If(

cargo_south_4_cargo_scored_by == robot3,
cargo_south_4_cargo_seconds_robot3 == robot1_score_seconds.

↪→ seconds_to_cargo_south_4_and_back,
cargo_south_4_cargo_seconds_robot3 == 0,

)
)

total_points = Int('total_points')

s.add(
total_points ==

rocket_north_high_left_hatch_points +
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rocket_north_high_right_hatch_points +
rocket_north_high_left_cargo_points +
rocket_north_high_right_cargo_points +

rocket_north_mid_left_hatch_points +
rocket_north_mid_right_hatch_points +
rocket_north_mid_left_cargo_points +
rocket_north_mid_right_cargo_points +

rocket_north_low_left_hatch_points +
rocket_north_low_right_hatch_points +
rocket_north_low_left_cargo_points +
rocket_north_low_right_cargo_points +

cargo_north_1_hatch_points +
cargo_north_1_cargo_points +
cargo_north_2_hatch_points +
cargo_north_2_cargo_points +
cargo_north_3_hatch_points +
cargo_north_3_cargo_points +
cargo_north_4_hatch_points +
cargo_north_4_cargo_points +

rocket_south_high_left_hatch_points +
rocket_south_high_right_hatch_points +
rocket_south_high_left_cargo_points +
rocket_south_high_right_cargo_points +

rocket_south_mid_left_hatch_points +
rocket_south_mid_right_hatch_points +
rocket_south_mid_left_cargo_points +
rocket_south_mid_right_cargo_points +

rocket_south_low_left_hatch_points +
rocket_south_low_right_hatch_points +
rocket_south_low_left_cargo_points +
rocket_south_low_right_cargo_points +

cargo_south_1_hatch_points +
cargo_south_1_cargo_points +
cargo_south_2_hatch_points +
cargo_south_2_cargo_points +
cargo_south_3_hatch_points +
cargo_south_3_cargo_points +
cargo_south_4_hatch_points +
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cargo_south_4_cargo_points
)

#s.maximize(total_points)

total_seconds_robot1 = Real('total_seconds_robot1')
s.add(

total_seconds_robot1 ==

rocket_north_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
rocket_north_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
rocket_north_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot1 +
rocket_north_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot1 +

rocket_north_mid_left_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
rocket_north_mid_right_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
rocket_north_mid_left_cargo_seconds_robot1 +
rocket_north_mid_right_cargo_seconds_robot1 +

rocket_north_low_left_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
rocket_north_low_right_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
rocket_north_low_left_cargo_seconds_robot1 +
rocket_north_low_right_cargo_seconds_robot1 +

cargo_north_1_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
cargo_north_1_cargo_seconds_robot1 +
cargo_north_2_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
cargo_north_2_cargo_seconds_robot1 +
cargo_north_3_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
cargo_north_3_cargo_seconds_robot1 +
cargo_north_4_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
cargo_north_4_cargo_seconds_robot1 +

rocket_south_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
rocket_south_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
rocket_south_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot1 +
rocket_south_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot1 +

rocket_south_mid_left_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
rocket_south_mid_right_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
rocket_south_mid_left_cargo_seconds_robot1 +
rocket_south_mid_right_cargo_seconds_robot1 +

rocket_south_low_left_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
rocket_south_low_right_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
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rocket_south_low_left_cargo_seconds_robot1 +
rocket_south_low_right_cargo_seconds_robot1 +

cargo_south_1_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
cargo_south_1_cargo_seconds_robot1 +
cargo_south_2_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
cargo_south_2_cargo_seconds_robot1 +
cargo_south_3_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
cargo_south_3_cargo_seconds_robot1 +
cargo_south_4_hatch_seconds_robot1 +
cargo_south_4_cargo_seconds_robot1

)

# Teleop is only 135s long
s.add(total_seconds_robot1 <= 135)

total_seconds_robot2 = Real('total_seconds_robot2')
s.add(

total_seconds_robot2 ==

rocket_north_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
rocket_north_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
rocket_north_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot2 +
rocket_north_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot2 +

rocket_north_mid_left_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
rocket_north_mid_right_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
rocket_north_mid_left_cargo_seconds_robot2 +
rocket_north_mid_right_cargo_seconds_robot2 +

rocket_north_low_left_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
rocket_north_low_right_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
rocket_north_low_left_cargo_seconds_robot2 +
rocket_north_low_right_cargo_seconds_robot2 +

cargo_north_1_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
cargo_north_1_cargo_seconds_robot2 +
cargo_north_2_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
cargo_north_2_cargo_seconds_robot2 +
cargo_north_3_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
cargo_north_3_cargo_seconds_robot2 +
cargo_north_4_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
cargo_north_4_cargo_seconds_robot2 +

rocket_south_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
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rocket_south_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
rocket_south_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot2 +
rocket_south_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot2 +

rocket_south_mid_left_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
rocket_south_mid_right_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
rocket_south_mid_left_cargo_seconds_robot2 +
rocket_south_mid_right_cargo_seconds_robot2 +

rocket_south_low_left_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
rocket_south_low_right_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
rocket_south_low_left_cargo_seconds_robot2 +
rocket_south_low_right_cargo_seconds_robot2 +

cargo_south_1_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
cargo_south_1_cargo_seconds_robot2 +
cargo_south_2_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
cargo_south_2_cargo_seconds_robot2 +
cargo_south_3_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
cargo_south_3_cargo_seconds_robot2 +
cargo_south_4_hatch_seconds_robot2 +
cargo_south_4_cargo_seconds_robot2

)

# Teleop is only 135s long
s.add(total_seconds_robot2 <= 135)

total_seconds_robot3 = Real('total_seconds_robot3')
s.add(

total_seconds_robot3 ==

rocket_north_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
rocket_north_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
rocket_north_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot3 +
rocket_north_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot3 +

rocket_north_mid_left_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
rocket_north_mid_right_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
rocket_north_mid_left_cargo_seconds_robot3 +
rocket_north_mid_right_cargo_seconds_robot3 +

rocket_north_low_left_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
rocket_north_low_right_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
rocket_north_low_left_cargo_seconds_robot3 +
rocket_north_low_right_cargo_seconds_robot3 +
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cargo_north_1_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
cargo_north_1_cargo_seconds_robot3 +
cargo_north_2_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
cargo_north_2_cargo_seconds_robot3 +
cargo_north_3_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
cargo_north_3_cargo_seconds_robot3 +
cargo_north_4_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
cargo_north_4_cargo_seconds_robot3 +

rocket_south_high_left_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
rocket_south_high_right_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
rocket_south_high_left_cargo_seconds_robot3 +
rocket_south_high_right_cargo_seconds_robot3 +

rocket_south_mid_left_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
rocket_south_mid_right_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
rocket_south_mid_left_cargo_seconds_robot3 +
rocket_south_mid_right_cargo_seconds_robot3 +

rocket_south_low_left_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
rocket_south_low_right_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
rocket_south_low_left_cargo_seconds_robot3 +
rocket_south_low_right_cargo_seconds_robot3 +

cargo_south_1_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
cargo_south_1_cargo_seconds_robot3 +
cargo_south_2_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
cargo_south_2_cargo_seconds_robot3 +
cargo_south_3_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
cargo_south_3_cargo_seconds_robot3 +
cargo_south_4_hatch_seconds_robot3 +
cargo_south_4_cargo_seconds_robot3

)

# Teleop is only 135s long
s.add(total_seconds_robot3 <= 135)

# Main idea: start with low value here, and gradually increase to find
# higher-point solutions. We do this as opposed to using the optimization
# process because the optimizer does not do a "hill climbing" approach and
# can loop forever trying to explore various branches in the search space
# to prove that a particular solution is *the* optimal one.
s.add(total_points > 76)
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if s.check() == unsat:
print('Not␣satisfiable')
exit()

m = s.model()

# Totals

print('total␣points:␣{}'.format(m[total_points]))
print('total␣robot␣1␣time:␣{}'.format(m[total_seconds_robot1]))
print('total␣robot␣2␣time:␣{}'.format(m[total_seconds_robot2]))
print('total␣robot␣3␣time:␣{}'.format(m[total_seconds_robot3]))

# Scored by

print('rocket_north_high_left_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_north_high_left_hatch_scored_by]))

print('rocket_north_high_right_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_north_high_right_hatch_scored_by]))

print('rocket_north_high_left_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_north_high_left_cargo_scored_by]))

print('rocket_north_high_right_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_north_high_right_cargo_scored_by]))

print('rocket_north_mid_left_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_north_mid_left_hatch_scored_by]))

print('rocket_north_mid_right_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_north_mid_right_hatch_scored_by]))

print('rocket_north_mid_left_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_north_mid_left_cargo_scored_by]))

print('rocket_north_mid_right_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_north_mid_right_cargo_scored_by]))

print('rocket_north_low_left_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_north_low_left_hatch_scored_by]))

print('rocket_north_low_right_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_north_low_right_hatch_scored_by]))

print('rocket_north_low_left_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_north_low_left_cargo_scored_by]))

print('rocket_north_low_right_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_north_low_right_cargo_scored_by]))

print('cargo_north_1_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[cargo_north_1_hatch_scored_by]))
print('cargo_north_1_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[cargo_north_1_cargo_scored_by]))
print('cargo_north_2_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[cargo_north_2_hatch_scored_by]))
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print('cargo_north_2_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[cargo_north_2_cargo_scored_by]))
print('cargo_north_3_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[cargo_north_3_hatch_scored_by]))
print('cargo_north_3_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[cargo_north_3_cargo_scored_by]))
print('cargo_north_4_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[cargo_north_4_hatch_scored_by]))
print('cargo_north_4_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[cargo_north_4_cargo_scored_by]))

print('rocket_south_high_left_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_south_high_left_hatch_scored_by]))

print('rocket_south_high_right_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_south_high_right_hatch_scored_by]))

print('rocket_south_high_left_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_south_high_left_cargo_scored_by]))

print('rocket_south_high_right_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_south_high_right_cargo_scored_by]))

print('rocket_south_mid_left_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_south_mid_left_hatch_scored_by]))

print('rocket_south_mid_right_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_south_mid_right_hatch_scored_by]))

print('rocket_south_mid_left_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_south_mid_left_cargo_scored_by]))

print('rocket_south_mid_right_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_south_mid_right_cargo_scored_by]))

print('rocket_south_low_left_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_south_low_left_hatch_scored_by]))

print('rocket_south_low_right_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_south_low_right_hatch_scored_by]))

print('rocket_south_low_left_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_south_low_left_cargo_scored_by]))

print('rocket_south_low_right_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[
↪→ rocket_south_low_right_cargo_scored_by]))

print('cargo_south_1_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[cargo_south_1_hatch_scored_by]))
print('cargo_south_1_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[cargo_south_1_cargo_scored_by]))
print('cargo_south_2_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[cargo_south_2_hatch_scored_by]))
print('cargo_south_2_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[cargo_south_2_cargo_scored_by]))
print('cargo_south_3_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[cargo_south_3_hatch_scored_by]))
print('cargo_south_3_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[cargo_south_3_cargo_scored_by]))
print('cargo_south_4_hatch:␣{}'.format(m[cargo_south_4_hatch_scored_by]))
print('cargo_south_4_cargo:␣{}'.format(m[cargo_south_4_cargo_scored_by]))
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